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There were many excellent aspects to the
year just completed. They included our
Launceston Conference, The Future for
Traditional Superfine Report, increased
participation in fleece competitions, more
co-branded selling, the positive outcome
of the Knit-Extra Project, close co-operation
with AWI and a good financial result.

President’s Report 2016
The Future for Traditional Superfine Report
It was The Future for Traditional Superfine Report that was the
most important undertaking in terms of the Australian Superfine
Woolgrowers’ Association. This project led by Paul Vallely
objectively set out some cold hard facts about our sector of the
wool industry. It also provided us with feedback from key mill
customers for traditional superfine wool giving us guidance for
the future of our association if that is the path members and
potential members wish to take.
The Report confirmed what many of us suspected, that traditional
superfine enterprises are currently the least profitable of the
most common types of wool production options. Holmes Sackett
provided the analysis reviewing data from traditional superfine
flocks, non-traditional superfine flocks, all other wool flocks and
dual purpose flocks with an average micron of less than 18.
Traditional superfine enterprises returned, on average, $4.14 per
DSE whereas for dual purpose ones it was $16.67. The conclusion
is one for all members to consider carefully.
The other main learning from the Report was confirmation in the
reduction of supply of traditional superfine wool. Peter Morgan,
with assistance from AWTA reviewed the test data for superfine
wool, 18.5 micron and finer, for the last four years. Again the
result was what we suspected but having the information
objectively provided gave it the credibility we as individual
wool growers could not. In summary the higher the degree of
curvature the steeper the decline in supply from 10% for 7075 degrees per mm to 67% for 90+ degrees per mm.
Against a backdrop of minimal price increases for lower micron
wools of all types for 2015/2016, 1.3% for 16.5 micron versus
7.2% for 18.5 micron there is further food for thought. However it
may just be that supply of traditional superfine has now declined
to the point that it is close to matching demand. Certainly the
support being provided in the form of above market prices being
offered by Vitale Barberis Canonico and Successori Reda is
evidence of an understanding of the critical position growers are
in. These initiatives are to be applauded. They are important to
those growers able to benefit from them.
The additional aspect of the Report that provides very important
feedback for wool growers is animal welfare. The pressure for
supply of wool from non-mulesed sheep is mounting with clear

evidence that some textile manufacturers are prepared to accept
lesser quality wool to avoid retailer and consumer criticism. Given
that the market for luxury clothing is sound in regions such as
Europe and North America and growing in China and India there
is a future to be had for ASWGA members and other growers
prepared to match customer expectations. There is also greater
potential for the ASWGA itself in representing growers of not just
traditional superfine wool who are also prepared to meet the
standard and wish to be part of a group that already has direct
links with manufacturers.
Follow-up to the Report has already commenced. Initial data on
animal welfare practices by members indicates that we are well
above the industry average for not mulesing and for the use of
pain relief where mulesing is used.

Ermenegildo Zegna Fleece Competitions
The Ermenegildo Zegna fleece competitions were the most
contested for a number of years. David and Susan Rowbottom
achieved a hat trick in the Vellus Aureum with their third win in a
row and making sure of the result by taking first and third place.
For the first time ever the leading fleeces were below 10 microns.
The Unprotected Fleece Trophy went to Ed and Jill Hundy, also
frequent visitors to the podium. The level of participation saw the
Association exceed the performance target set by Count Zegna
and thus receive a very generous incentive payment for which we
are very grateful. It was an important factor in the solid financial
result for the year.

Launceston Conference and ASWGA Fleece
Competition
The Launceston Conference built on the success of earlier similar
events. The Tasmanian Fine Merino Breeders’ Association is to be
congratulated for the outcome. Frank O’Connor and Vera Taylor
led the organising committee and must be thanked for the huge
effort put in. Over 150 delegates attended the two day event
and a small bus full stayed on for the post conference tour. The
feedback was gratifying. It boosted the credibility and profile of
the Association. The support, direct and indirect, from Roberts
Limited, AWI, AWEX, AWTA and other commercial sponsors was
important. We, in return, provided them good value.
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A special mention must be given to Peter Ackroyd, the President
of the IWTO and Chief Operating Officer of The Campaign for
Wool for the support he provided and his excellent presentation.
The Conference dinner had as its focal point the presentation of
the ASWGA Fleece Competition awards. They were presented
by Her Excellency Professor the Honourable Kate Warner, AM,
Governor of Tasmania. The overall winners, Russell and Penny
Hartwich from Kelseldale, are still smiling. The competition
itself was very well supported. Many fleeces went on to the
Ermenegildo Zegna competitions. Those that did not contributed
to the Association’s revenue. Thank you.
I need to highlight the contribution of Danny Picker, the Chairman
of the Fleece Competition Committee for the excellent coordination of all fleece competitions and the new partnership
with AWTA for the delivery of fleeces to a single point for judging.
Thanks also to AWN for its assistance and to the judges, Craig
Lawson and Phil Jones, for their time and expertise.

Co Branding and Knit-Extra
Late last year Australian Country Spinners’ knitting yarn,
Australian Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton, co-branded with the
ASWGA logo, increased its uptake of members’ wool purchased
at a premium price. Thanks go to Brenda McGahan, the CEO of
ACS for this initiative and for the continued sponsorship of the
ASWGA fleece competition.
The Knit-Extra Project being conducted in conjunction with AWI
successfully concluded its current phase. It was found that
traditional superfine fibre gives an improved performance
in manufacturing processes and technical performance of
final product over use of commercially available wool top.
Consequently it was recommended that along with commercial
supply chain partners, AWI undertakes a pilot scale trial to fully
exploit the technical and economic advantages of the results
arising from this project and earlier similar studies.
It is good news that the company that conducted the trial
manufacturing for Knit-Extra has shown interest in further
commercialisation and in doing so is willing to move from New
Zealand sourced wool. Our thanks go to Dr Paul Swan and Gary
Robinson for their roles in the project.

Support given and provided
Visits to overseas mills included to the UK where I visited WT
Johnson, Taylor & Lodge, Luxury Fabrics, Pennine Weavers,
Moxon, Dormeuil, Clissold and Spectrum Yarns. In terms of
volume, the region produces considerably less than Italy but as a
quality supplier into markets such as Japan it is a very important
sector of our industry.
The assistance of Dr Peter Morgan not just as public officer
but as a key contact and support provider to the Association
was justly recognised with the awarding of Life Membership of
the ASWGA.
The Association is fortunate to have received ongoing support
directly and indirectly from Roberts Limited, AWI, AWEX,
AWTA, AWN, and Schute Bell. We welcomed new sponsors
including Rabobank, NRM North and our very own affiliate, the
Tasmanian Fine Merino Breeders’ Association.

Davide Fontaneto (Vitale Barberis Canonico) with ASWGA President Simon
Cameron “Kingston” discussing the finer points of Saxon wool at the
Annual VBC Wool Excellence Award, October 2015
from Japan and a Woolmark Gold delegation from China
and “Kingston” in Tasmania one from the Nanshan group of
companies.
By the time this report is circulated I will have visited each of
the eastern regional branches. The meetings were valuable
for being able to directly and openly discuss ASWGA issues.
Thanks for the opportunity and the accompanying hospitality.
The members of Council and especially those who form the
Executive require a special mention this year. My move to
the presidency was the closest the Association has had to
an external appointment. Necessarily there was time spent
stabilising the organisation and thanks to all for assisting me
in this.
Finally, and I have left this until last so it does not become
lost, personally and from the Association as a whole, I thank
Melissa for the work she has done, the support she has
provided and the intangible value she has added during a
challenging year.

Simon Cameron
President

Involvement at an industry level through AWI’s Woolgrower
Industry Consultative Committee has allowed the Association
to maintain its profile and to receive prompt advice of
marketing and strategic planning information. Cooperation
with AWI has extended to member properties including
“Avington” in Victoria hosting visits from a Siroset delegation
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ASWGA Tasmanian
Conference and Farm Tour
The 5th ASWGA conference was held in Launceston Tasmania from
8th to 10th of April 2016.
The venue for the conference was the Scotch Oakburn College
auditorium where 12 Speakers addressed approximately
150 delegates. ‘Making a Difference’ was this year’s theme.
The President of ASWGA Simon Cameron chaired the conference
and emphasised that a key focus for ASWGA must be to work with
brands and retailers. He also referred to the increasing dilemma of
profitability for superfine woolgrowers.
The opening address was given by The Hon. Jeremy Rockliff
Deputy Premier of Tasmania and Minister for Primary Industries &
Water.
With his welcome he mentioned how the Tasmanian wool
industry is worth $9m to the local economy with 5.5% of Australian
superfine wool production and 3% of total Australian wool
production.
He suggested that the future of the superfine wool industry is likely
to be in the hands of fewer more specialised woolgrowers and
the key for profitability lies with innovation and marketing a natural
high quality and unique product.

Peter Ackroyd
A video address by HRH Prince Charles (which can be viewed at
www.aswga.com/conference.html) followed this. He welcomed
delegates to the conference and emphasized his personal interest
in the Campaign For Wool and also his encouragement for the
wool industry in stating “wool is the best fibre of all”.
Peter Ackroyd (pictured inset) who is the Global Strategic Advisor
for The Woolmark Company in Sydney and Chairman of the
International Wool & Textile Organisation as well as the Chief
Operating Officer of The Campaign For Wool spoke of the ‘Road to
Sustainability’.
Peter told how “wool is now a niche product”.
New promotion to “buy less, buy better” to “have a story” and
particularly “provenance of the fibre” with top luxury brands can
help achieve satisfaction for the end user and boost superfine wool.
He outlined the change from suiting to smart leisure wear and
the boom in personal tailoring, fine wool content next to skin in
premium sport and baby wear is growing as well as the ‘Cool
Wool’ concept.
Peter said “wool is better than cashmere. Cashmere is sweaty - its
not good next to the skin... superfine wool is”.
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L/R - The Presidents, Robert Beggs AM, Barry Walker OAM, Bill Crawford, Kevin Dunn, Frank O’Connor, Helen Cathles, Simon Cameron (current President)
and John Taylor.
Peter said “how to best amplify wool for you growers is
my concern”.
Adrian James, Regional Landcare Facilitator for NRM North
and Carbon Farming Extension Officer in Tasmania, covered
the growing of superfine wool as a ‘good story’ in the natural
environment. In relation to other fibres wool is natural, degradable
and renewable. He spoke of the positive aspect of perennial
pastures, woody vegetation and careful nitrogen use. Balanced
feed also enabled high fertility rates with the joining of younger
ewes and good lambing growth. These factors enhanced strength
in managing the environment to meet customer expectations.
Stuart McCullough, Chief Executive Officer of AWI addressed the
‘marketing strategy for the future’ outlining a plan forward for all
ASWGA and AWI members.
There has been a change of focus of personnel within AWI where
it has been decided to increase personnel overseas where the
current market for Australian wool is centered.
Concentration of marketing includes a focus on sportswear,
leisure and outdoor fashion for men and women and accessories
with contemporary emphasis. The use of global marketing and
emphasising the logo of ‘Pure New Wool’ video was shown.
There will be a digital service provided including ‘Beyond the Bale’
online only in the future.
Will Wilson, AWI Wool Selling Systems Review and consultant spoke
on the development of the Wool Export Portal.
Another International guest speaker was Lesley Prior, the lone
superfine wool producer in the UK.
Lesley gave a fascinating insight into how she approaches
growing and marketing her superfine wool and where she told
of the perfect opportunity in the UK to capitalise on wool sales to
exclusive outlets in Cornwall for outdoor and knitwear.
She said her market is good due to the accessibility and
acceptability of her wool to an exclusive outlet.
She emphasised the general public’s lack of knowledge of animal
husbandry in the UK and added that the consumer expectations of
the end product must be considered.
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Following the delicious home-cooked lunch prepared by the
Scotch Oakburn Boarding House chef Andrew, we heard from
CEO of Australian Country Spinners, Brenda McGahan. Brenda’s
presentation and PowerPoint slides showed promotion of the ACS
Australian Superfine Merino yarn by Cleckheaton at the ‘Vogue
Knitting Live’ event in New York with the aid of ACS staff and
Tasmanian woolgrowers Allan and Carol Phillips. ACS partnered
with the USA ‘Joanne’s Stores’ of which there are numerous outlets
throughout the country. There are 30 million knitters and crochet
participants in USA and those attending the Fair showed much
enthusiasm to meet Australians and to learn about the fibre.
Brenda emphasised the huge potential for marketing Australian
Superfine wool in USA, UK and Europe beyond suiting.
Robert Calvert newly appointed Operations Manager for Roberts in
Tasmania outlined the importance of provenance using Tasmania
as a case study reference.
Dr Kerry Hansford the Quality and Project Manager of AWEX
and Mark Grave, CEO of AWEX, gave a presentation on ‘farms
of the future’ project and its importance in the supply chain with
emphasis on an update of the E-Bale. Slides backed up the
presentation referring to the AWEX website for statistics.
Ian Ashman, Manager of AWTA (Raw Wool) spoke on ‘crimp
and curvature’ to the delegates and noted the possibilities of
additional measurements that would be relevant for traditional
superfine wool.
Following afternoon tea Helen Cathles introduced Dr Paul
Swan AWI General Manager Research. He touched on the new
opportunities outside the traditional areas of using wool. He spoke
of the opportunity to capture the ‘New World’ of Brazil, Russia,
India and China. He also spoke of the market opportunity in
Medical Products. Support of the benefits of wool as non allergen
and its therapeutic uses needs to be expanded throughout the
medical world.
Paul presented the findings of the ‘Knit-Extra’ program highlighting
the opportunities to capitalise on the presented advantages of
traditional superfine wool.
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The topic of ‘A Future for Traditional Superfine Wool’ was presented
by Sandy McEachern of Holmes Sackett and introduced by Rich
Keniry.
Sandy asked “is there a price coming that’s suitable for our existing
cost of production?”
“Can you change your cost of production?”
“Should you change what you do?”
“Are the ‘traditions’ relevant?”
Consider: The range of traditional superfine cost of production
varies between $9/kg clean to $19/kg clean”
Sandy indicated that high productivity drove the price per kg.
Without increased premiums for superfine wool the outlook
is bleak.
As quoted from Simon Cameron, “every conference has its soul
searching lesson and Sandy’s was ours”.

Allan Phillips hosts Farm Tour at Glen Stuart

The final presentation for the day was given by Catriona Nicholls
of Sheep Connect Tasmania who established the Schools Program
through AWI.
Following the conference the delegates gathered at Josef Chromy
restaurant at Relbia for drinks. Prior to the evening meal a harpist
provided background music.
Her Excellency Professor the Honorable Kate Warner AM, Governor
of Tasmania and Mr Warner attended the dinner. She addressed
the delegates and made presentations. Eric Hutchinson, MP for
Lyons was MC for the evening.
A beautiful Tasmanian fare menu was welcomed.
Dr Peter Morgan was presented with ASWGA Life Membership.
This was followed by the presentations of the 2015/16 ASWGA
Fleece Competition Awards and the Cleckheaton Grand
Champion Fleece Trophy.

Farm tour group discuss the finer point of Superfine wool at Glen Stuart

Day 2 of the conference began at “Glen Stuart”, the property of
Allan and Carol Phillips. Here delegates were addressed by Allan

ASWGA UK Grower Member, Lesley Prior looks over local Tasmanian knit
creations

Her Excellency Professor the Honorable Kate Warner AM, Governor of
Tasmania addresses the delegates
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outlining his wool management program. This was followed
by Andrew Raeber of New England Wool. He explained the
SustainaWOOL Integrity Scheme. He also urged growers to comply
with the National Wool Declaration. Andrew stressed a wool
classer with good and consistent preparation can ‘make or break
a clip’ which is critical to avoid discounts.
There is currently a group of 400 who have SustainaWOOL
accreditation through New England Wool.
A gourmet lunch sponsored by Roberts was much enjoyed at
“Kingston”, the property of Simon and Ann-Louise Cameron.
Tasmanian farmer Will Bignell provided a static display of
drones and spoke of their potential use for woolgrowers. Due
to the very windy conditions on the day flying demonstrations
were cancelled.
During the “Kingston” visit delegates heard from Simon and
his manager Lyndel Poole on the management of the property
integrating wool production with the natural environment.
Delegates were also addressed by Jane Hutchinson,CEO of
the Tasmanian Land Conservancy, Dr Kerry Bridle an ecological
consultant and Andrew Bailey from Sheep Connect Tasmania.
These presentations covered the future of biodiversity
conservation on private land, grazing management to maintain
ground cover and the value of native pastures in animal
nutrition.

Jane Hutchinson,CEO of the Tasmanian Land Conservancy talks at
“Kingston”

Lyndel Poole addressing delegates at “Kingston”

1795 Woolpress at “Winton” was on display for the tour group

Conference delegates in the “Kingston” shearing shed

“Winton” bale
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Established in 1957 by Mr Jo Modiano, G. Modiano Limited
is based in London. It has grown to become one of the world’s
largest wool trading and processing companies. It sells greasy
wool, wool tops, including Superwash and Basolan treated,
noils and wastes. It also supplies wool grease from its factory
in Nejdek, Czech Republic.

Delegates travelled to “Winton” near Campbell Town for a late
afternoon tea. A brief history of “Winton” was given and viewing of
the 1850 brick and sandstone woolshed where sheep and wool
were available for inspection.

Day 2 was a visit to the Dunalley property of Matt and Vanessa
Dunbabin at “Bangor Farm” and its Oyster Shed, travelling up
the east coast to the property of Julian Cotton “Kelvedon” and
arrived at Coles Bay for the night.

Many delegates returned home that evening while some stayed a
few more days.

Day 3 was a visit via Bicheno to “Millbrook” the property of Alison
Napier. The tour concluded with a friendly gathering at “Benham”
the home of the O’Connor family for a hearty hot meal and tour of
the property.

The Post Conference Tour was conducted by John and Vera Taylor
on Monday 11th , Tuesday 12th and Wednesday 13th travelling in
a 12 seater bus to various iconic sites viewing sheep, wool and
scenic Tasmanian attractions.
Day 1 the group travelled to the historic property of George and
Maree Mills, “Panshanger”, “Macquarie Hills” property of Ian and
Vanessa Thirkell Johnston, “Ashby” the property of Will and Nina
Bennett, the Tasmanian Wool Centre in Ross and through the
historic village of Richmond before an overnight stay in Hobart.

Summary of the Conference and Post Conference Tour
from Participants:
Lesley Prior {England}
“After the excellent day-long Conference I was delighted to join
a bus load of multi-national delegates to superfine properties...
we were a mix of growers, industry representatives and
journalists... we saw a real cross-section of superfine
operations... “Glen Stuart”... impressive with immaculate
woolshed and sheep to match... “Kingston”... strong emphasis
on sensitive environmental management and “Winton: the
oldest continuously operating Saxon stud in Australia... all
generously shared time to answer questions and explained
their operations... the first day of the post tour was a visit to
“Panshanger” at Longford a magnificent home and gardens...
“Macquarie Hills” where I learnt much about good and bad
points of a woolshed layout... the Bennett family at “Ashby”
shared their story and how they sell wool to a German
sportswear company... it was a visit to the bush where I saw
my first kangaroo... we travelled to Ross and enjoyed the
informative exhibition at the Tasmanian Wool Centre where
I enjoyed spending much on Merino products in the shop...
I had to fly back to England the next day with regret... I saw
much, learned much and had a terrific time”.

The tour group inspects sheep at “Winton”

Tour group visits “Macquarie Hills” in Longford
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Phillip and Jenni Carlon {NSW}

Anne and Roland Ritson {WA}

“Thank you for such a fantastic post conference tour we really
enjoyed it... it was a wonderful little group and for my first trip to
Tasmania, a great introduction to a beautiful part of Australia...
we have wonderful photos and memories of people we met and
re-connected with and the gorgeous scenery... Vera’s driving... and
John’s tour guiding... excellent... it was interesting to hear the local
knowledge and history”.

“It was wonderful to arrive in Launceston to such a friendly
greeting on the first night... the conference was brilliant... skilled
chairmanship by Simon Cameron.... the Presentation Dinner was
a highlight... such a lovely venue with delicious food and wines...
however it was the wool we wanted to see... congratulations to the
winners... a delight to see some traditional types... especially the
90’s quality... a reminder we produce the best wool in the world...

Daryl and Irene Croake {NSW}
“We enjoyed every minute... appreciated the friendship and great
planning which went into the conference and following tour... it
was so much fun... “Panshanger” garden out of this world... thanks
to your intrepid driving... up hills on “Ashby” and “Kelvedon” for
breathtaking views... all the knowledge of superfine Tasmania
imparted... we are very grateful to all property hosts... a Tasmanian
experience we will treasure... it was organised in absolutely top
notch fashion... we applaud all involved”.

Four days travelling through the Midlands to Hobart and up the
East Coast... an enjoyable blend of visits to old shearing sheds and
tourist sites... our thanks to the owners who generously dedicated
time and effort to display their sheep and wool... we never got lost
and the running commentary gave valuable insights into sheep /
wool production and the history of Tasmania as well as tourism
aspects.

Thank you Tasmania!

Tour group ……..

L/R: Daryl & Irene Croake (Mudgee), Leslie Prior (UK), Vera Taylor, Roland & Anne Ritson (WA), and John
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Honorary Life Membership - Dr Peter Morgan
Peter Morgan, like a number of
members of the wool industry
enrolled in the former Wool
Technology course at the
University of New South Wales. It
was his first involvement with the
sheep and wool industry.
He joined the Western Australian
Department of Agriculture after
graduation in 1963, based in Port
Hedland as a one man office.
From there, he provided an
ASWGA Honorary Life Members
extension service to the pastoralists Dr Peter Morgan with Mike
over an area of 60,000 square
Kuritani of Itochu on a visit to
miles, working mostly on sheep
the ASWGA office.
fertility problems and pasture
management issues. He also
had responsibility for the local Departmental Research Station,
“Abydos”. While based in Port Hedland, Peter also completed
an MSc on methods for improving ram fertility and lambing
performance in the region. Outside his work with the Department
of Agriculture, Peter witnessed the commencement of the
transformation of the Pilbara from a pastoral/small to mediumsized mining industry based area to an iron ore giant.

ASWGA President Simon Cameron at IWTO Congress in Sydney with
Dr Peter Morgan.

Peter received an Australian Wool Board Scholarship to continue
his studies at the University of Western Australia in 1967. This time,
in the field of early stage lamb mortality.
He returned to the North West on completion of his PhD studies,
taking a position in the Department’s Regional Office in Derby. From
there, he resumed work on sheep fertility problems in the Pilbara
Region and participated in the beef cattle research program at the
new Department of Agriculture Research Station at Fitzroy Crossing.
Peter accepted an offer to join the Australian Wool Testing Authority
(AWTA) as Regional Manager Fremantle in 1972. His friends from
university days, David Ward and SAS Douglas were already at AWTA.
The timing of his appointment coincided with the lift in wool prices
after the very tough times from 1968 to 1971. It also coincided with
a significant lift in testing volumes as the recently formed Australian
Wool Commission began testing the stockpile prior to resale
His commencement at AWTA was only a few months before the
completion of the Australian Objective Measurement Project
(AOMP) that led to the introduction of presale testing and saleby-sample in July 1972. This, in turn, led a period of phenomenal
growth and challenges at AWTA.
He moved to Head Office in 1978, where he had a number of
senior roles before retiring in 1999 as part of the phased transition
in the senior management structure.
Peter involved himself at all levels of the industry during his time
at AWTA and is probably best remembered for his work in the
development of IT systems to meet the ongoing growth of presale
testing and as a member of the Industry Committee which
introduced electronic data transfer to the industry in 1984. This
was a pioneering achievement for the wool industry in EDP terms
and removed the costly, and error prone, need for sellers, private
treaty merchants and buyers to re-enter data which was already
recorded in other computers in the industry.
On retirement from AWTA, Peter took up a part-time position
assisting Bob Quirk at the newly formed Australian Wool Industry
Secretariat (AWIS). This stretched to full time in 2002 when Bob
moved to Australian Wool Innovation and Peter took on Bob’s
former role of Executive Director. This made him Executive Director
of the Australian Council of Wool Exporters, the Australian Wool
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Peter receiving Honorary Life Membership at the Tasmania Conference in
April, presented by Governor of Tasmania, Kate Warner AM, also pictured,
Eric Hutchinson MP and Simon Cameron behind the Governor.
Processors’ Council, the Private Treaty Wool Merchants of Australia
and Secretary of the Federation of Australian Wool Organisations.
He is also a Member of the Australian delegations to the
International Wool Textile Organisation (IWTO) Meetings.
Peter is known for his commitment to the wool industry and for
the need to remove costs where possible. He would say that his
career with the wool industry associations has been marked by
some successes and some situations where resolution was more
difficult to achieve. Among the former he lists the development of
a wool industry-oriented manual for members leading up to the
introduction of the GST; and the successful battle to avoid increases
of up to 1300% in the charges for Export Health Certificates in 2009
as two of the most significant. The GST Manual allowed Members
to introduce procedures within their businesses without the need
for costly consultants’ advice. He also chaired the FAWO Working
Group which established the industry standards for the Dark &
Modulated Fibre Risk Scheme.
Peter continues today as the Executive Director of the Australian
Council of Wool Exporters and Processors and of the Private
Treaty Wool Merchants of Australia. He is also Public Officer of
the Australian Superfine Wool Growers’ Association, to whom he
has been a good friend and source of advice over many years.
The Australia Superfine Wool Growers’ Association awarded
Honorary Life Membership to Peter at their Conference in
Launceston in April 2016.
Outside of work, Peter keeps fit through bike riding and walking,
has a passion for Rugby Union, attending the Test Matches in
Sydney and Melbourne each year and enjoys a glass of red wine
with his friends
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Isak Staats with George de Kock at IWTO –
Photo courtesy of FAWO

Guillau du Toit, Simon Cameron and George de Kock at IWTO - Photo
courtesy of FAWO

South Africans attend Launceston Conference
The Launceston Conference attracted a number of overseas
visitors including Guillau du Toit, National Chairman, National
Wool Growers’ Association of South Africa, Dr George de Kock,
Chairman, Cape Wools, and Isak Staats, General Manager, BKB
Limited. All were first time visitors to Tasmania and able to add an
extension to their attendance at the IWTO Congress.

“We find that your wool quality is outstanding, but I am sure
our type of sheep is better because of more meat quality. Your
working schedule without labour also amazed us”.

After returning home Guillau made a few comments about
his visit.
“It was an eye opener to experience a land with so few people,
safe and clean!... The tranquillity, beauty of nature and friendly
people made the 3 days too short, but the experience on the
farms and knowledge gain from all the visits make us feel rich
and fulfilled”.
65% of sheep are blade shorn

“The one thing that will stay with me is your pride for your special
product, no matter if the economics tells another story. Tasmanian
farmers are good ambassadors for wool and your striving to do
better and better under difficult circumstances is an example for
many of us”.

A specific common issue is the difficulty in obtaining adequately
trained staff for wool preparation at shearing. There is also a
significant difference. About 65 per cent of the South African clip
is blade shorn!

“South Africa challenges are more or less the same and we could
identify us easily with your situation”.

The visit by the South Africans was one that we all benefited from.
We hope the new link will be able to be maintained.

There has been a major decline in South African wool production,
down from 103 million kilos in 1990 to 50 million kilos last year.
As in Australia one of the factors responsible for this has been
predators. The problems with wild dogs in Australia are more
than matched by jackals over there.

“This is what the average South African sheep looks like. Very plain. We have managed to phase out mulesing by breeding a more plain sheep.”
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The Ermenegildo Zegna Awards Dinner, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney- Photo taken by Tim Kindler

Ermenegildo Zegna celebrates
the 53rd edition of its wool awards
The 2016 Ermenegildo Zegna wool awards were strongly
contested with entries in the Vellus Aureum Trophy up nearly
20 per cent on 2015 and in the Wool Trophy for unprotected fleeces
by an impressive 40 per cent. This ensured strong competition for
both awards this year.

Paolo Zegna, Chairman of the Ermenegildo Zegna Group in April.
It was held at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney in the
presence of Zegna’s top clients, representatives of the international
press and the major institutions associated with the world of wool
and the competition finalists.

The announcement of the winners and the presentation of the
trophies took place during an exclusive gala dinner hosted by

The competitions were open to wool growers from Australia and
New Zealand. This year for the “Wool Trophy” first place went

Paolo Zegna, David Rowbottom 1st Place VA, celebrating three in a row - Photo taken by Tim Kindler
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Andrew & Penny Hundy, Paolo Zegna, Jill & Ed Hundy, Wool Trophy Winners - Photo taken by Tim Kindler
to Ed and Jill Hundy (Pyramul, Mudgee, NSW), second place to
Allan and Carol Phillips (Deddington, TAS), and third place to
Andrew and Penny Hundy (Mudgee, NSW). For the “Vellus Aureum
Trophy”, David and Susan Rowbottom (St. Helens, VIC) won both
first and third places making it three years in a row. Bradley
Sandlant (Lexton, VIC) was awarded second place. It was good
to see ASWGA members well represented and taking five of the
six placings.
In his speech to the guests Paolo Zegna, Chairman of the
Ermenegildo Zegna Group, made the following comments:

“We’ve been celebrating the best quality wool since 1963 and it
is always a pleasure to award the efforts and achievements of
the woolgrowers,” said. “It has to be noted that this year both
the 1st and 2nd ranked fleeces in the Vellus Aureum Trophy, with
respectively 9.9 and 9.8 micron, overtook the previous world
record of fineness. Deep thanks go to the Australian Superfine
Wool Growers’ Association and all those who have contributed
in making this year’s edition of the trophies a success in terms of
number of participant fleeces and of their very high quality. Our
congratulations go to the winners and to each of the entrants.
Supporting, understanding and promoting the commitment, skills
and processes of growing superfine Merino is a must for us: we
would like all our Zegna consumers to be aware and to highly
appreciate that.”

for 2017. It is to move from a fleece competition to a “lot” one in
which a line of one to five bales may be entered. Other significant
changes are that the Trophy will be open only to invited wool
farms, those who have supported the trophy in the last 10 years
The top ten entries will receive a premium of 50 per cent above
the market quotation for their wool and a share of cash and
other prizes.
In conjunction with these changes Ermenegildo Zegna for the
first time has developed a self-assessment questionnaire to
accompany entries. This will allow wool growers the opportunity
to demonstrate their commitment to quality land management,
sustainability and social responsibility, values that are important
to Ermenegildo Zegna. This concept will be extended in 2018 and
will contribute to creating a classification of the “best Australian
wool farms”.
Just as the original Ermenegildo Zegna award was initiated to
stimulate production of the finest M erino wool in Australia, the
intention of Paolo Zegna is to continue this with the 2017 edition.
The ASWGA acknowledges the longstanding collaboration
between it and the Ermenegildo Zegna Group and the support
and encouragement it and its members have received over
many years.

According to the Ermenegildo Zegna Group the incredible quality
of fine wool allows it to continually improve the beauty and the
performance of its own products. Superfine wool is indeed the key
to some of its best and most prestigious fabrics. For this reason,
the Group established the first “Ermenegildo Zegna Extrafine Wool
Trophy” in 1963 (the oldest award in the world of wool) to reward
the Australian woolgrowers’ commitment to quality, in association
with the Australian Superfine Wool Growers’ Association. The
“Vellus Aureum Trophy” followed almost 50 years later, when
it was launched in 2002 to recognise the quest for absolute
excellence by benchmarking the finest woollen fleeces in the world
that measures 13.9 micron and less.
At the time of writing this article the Ermenegildo Zegna Group
has just announced a new direction for the Superfine Wool Trophy

Winning Fleeces - Photo taken by Tim Kindler
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ASWGA Business Development Working Group
The ASWGA BDWG currently consists of a small number of
members from a range of regions that focus on projects presented
to, discussed and approved by ASGWA Council. This year has seen
a major project completed, “The Future for Traditional Superfine”
report. This was the most important undertaking for the year by
the ASWGA. The final report was reviewed by Council and then
distributed to members.

The Future for Traditional Superfine Report
The project was undertaken because of concerns of low profit
margins for the growers of traditional superfine wool. One of the
key questions to be answered was the likelihood that current
market opportunities will deliver viable returns in the foreseeable
future.
This project, led by Paul Vallely, objectively set out some cold hard
facts about our sector of the wool industry. It also provided us with
feedback from key mill customers for traditional superfine wool
giving us guidance for the future of our association if that is the
path members and potential members wish to take.
The Report confirmed what many of us suspected, that traditional
superfine enterprises are currently the least profitable of the
most common types of wool production options. Holmes Sackett
provided the analysis reviewing data from traditional superfine
flocks, non-traditional superfine flocks, all other wool flocks and
dual purpose flocks with an average micron of less than 18.
Traditional superfine enterprises returned, on average, $4.14 per
DSE whereas for dual purpose ones it was $16.67. The conclusion
is one for all members to consider carefully.

wool, 18.5 micron and finer, for the last four years. Again the result
was what we suspected but having the information objectively
provided gave it the credibility we as individual wool growers could
not. In summary the higher the degree of curvature the steeper the
decline in supply from 10% for 70-75 degrees per mm to 67% for
90+ degrees per mm.
Against a backdrop of minimal price increases for lower micron
wools of all types for 2015/2016, 1.3% for 16.5 micron versus 7.2%
for 18.5 micron there is further food for thought. However it may
just be that supply of traditional superfine has now declined to the
point that it is close to matching demand. Certainly the support
being provided in the form of above market prices being offered
by Vitale Barberis Canonico and Successori Reda is evidence of
an understanding of the critical position growers are in. These
initiatives are to be applauded. They are important to those
growers able to benefit from them.
The additional aspect of the Report that provides very important
feedback for wool growers is animal welfare. The pressure for
supply of wool from non-mulesed sheep is mounting with clear
evidence that some textile manufacturers are prepared to accept
lesser quality wool to avoid retailer and consumer criticism. Given
that the market for luxury clothing is sound in regions such as
Europe and North America and growing in China and India there
is a future to be had for ASWGA members and other growers
prepared to match customer expectations. There is also greater
potential for the ASWGA itself in representing growers of not just
traditional superfine wool who are also prepared to meet the
standard and wish to be part of a group that already has direct
links with manufacturers.

The other main learning from the Report was confirmation in the
reduction of supply of traditional superfine wool. Peter Morgan,
with assistance from AWTA reviewed the test data for superfine
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Follow-up to the Report has already commenced. Initial data on
animal welfare practices by members indicates that we are well
above the industry average for not mulesing and for the use of
pain relief where mulesing is used.

Copies of the full report are available from ASWGA.

The Knit Extra Project
The KnitExtra Project was a collaborative project between AWI,
ASWGA and wool textile mills and manufacturers to develop
opportunities to stimulate demand for AS-styles by demonstrating
in a technical and a cost effective way, the value proposition
of high curvature ultra/superfine wools in non-traditional
applications. By demonstrating with industry partners that we
can use high crimping ultra/superfine wools to produce knitted
fabrics that are lighter than usual, yet give equivalent warmth/air
permeability, softness, and appearance retention than equivalent
knit fabrics from ‘average’ crimp ultra/superfine wools.
We did not achieve the aspirational 20% lightness goal set,
however the project has identified potentially significant technical
and economic opportunities from the use of high curvature ultra/
superfine wools confirming earlier studies in the AWI Fibre to Fabric
project. Furthermore a 35% economic benefit was identified as
possible when using high curvature ultra/superfine wools in very
lightweight fine gauge circular knitting. Benefits that may spill over
into retail and the consumer markets are a lowered propensity
to pill, higher burst strength and better shape retention: possibly
fewer garment returns and a better consumer experience.
The BDWG is currently discussing the future potential of these
manufacturing advantages with Nikke. ASWGA extends our
sincere thanks to AWI, Michells, Nikke and A&B Knitting for their
cooperation to make the KnitExtra Project possible. This gives a
good base to build a relationship with an industry partner to pursue
a premium product to the benefit of both manufacturer and grower.

Copies of the full report are available from ASWGA.

Future Projects
Follow on to the Superfine Report:
• Monthly distribution of condensed production
reports to mills and grower members,
distinguishing the volumes of traditional wool
and broader crimping superfine wool. This will
be implemented when the new wool selling
season opens.
• Development of an ASWGA animal welfare
policy. The first stage of this project is underway
and this is to gather and then review the
various standards, guidelines and draft
documents that have been issued by Australian
and International bodies that are currently
evolving in our industry.
Issues suggested by members
(but yet to be approved by Council):
• Impact of climate change on wool production,
to date and into the future.
• Understanding the Research & Development
projects that could lead to new uses and
products made from superfine wool.
• Changes in wool processes and production
methods and how this is likely to impact on
wool growers in the future.
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Biella - the perfect place to reflect on the passion and heritage behind Italian fabric making.

Behind The Future For Traditional Superfine Report
Earlier this year Paul Vallely, an ASWGA
member and superfine wool grower
from our Goulburn-Yass Region, led
the team that produced the now
widely circulated report, The Future for
Traditional Superfine that has laid bare
important facts about our sector of
the wool industry. To provide a further
insight Paul was asked to write about
the Report and events related to it being
produced. Here is what he had to say.

Paul Vallely

Well before I discovered how to use a
drench gun, my daily toil involved the
investigation of criminal or other antisocial type activity.

My initial approach to my job in those days
was to search for evidence with the aim of securing a conviction.
It wasn’t long before a seasoned Inspector pulled me aside and
made it clear my job was not to focus on evidence that reinforced
my own views, but to focus on the facts of the matter, even if the
end result disappointed me.
It’s been many years since my sidearm has been swapped for
a drench gun, so when the President of the Australian Superfine
Woolgrowers’ Association, Simon Cameron asked me to form a
team to evaluate the future viability of the ‘traditional’ superfine
industry, I had no idea the Inspector’s wise words would once
again be brought to bear.
The team eventually comprised Lyndall Eeg, Paul Simons, Danny
Picker, Rich Keniry and Noel Henderson, all medium to large scale
superfine woolgrowers, but from various backgrounds.
Most members of the team including myself were passionate and
dedicated producers of ‘traditional’ superfine wool. Further, we
all shared a confident optimism that our work would invigorate
our industry and guarantee a future for our colleagues and
ourselves. We felt that a thorough and meticulous approach
aimed at showing processors how the supply of our type of wool
was plummeting, and that our relative income was much lower
than other sheep enterprises would surely result in substantially
improved prices for our entire clips.

We hired a car in Milan before heading towards the scenic
countryside of Biella. Once behind the wheel, Danny and I failed
to convince everyone they were driving on the wrong side of the
road, but not before I obstructed a major Milan intersection and
Danny courageously took on a city tram filled with passengers.
It seemed though, with typical Italian good nature, we were simply
passed off as well-meaning tourists. This good nature was also
evident with the hotel manager in Biella who agreed to name
the lonely goldfish in the reception area fish tank as “Blanchie’ in
recognition of a regular guest from Australia.
Once our visit to Milan and the talk with the mills were completed,
we found ourselves in possession of information we really did not
want to include in the report.
Italian mills did not want wool from mulesed sheep, New Zealand
was becoming the preferred source of superfine wool, there was
evidence of efforts being made to replace the need for high crimp
frequency superfine wool and the market was apparently unable
to sustain substantial price increases for all traditional superfine
wool rather than just a portion of the clip.
As dedicated traditional superfine growers, the findings from our
project were clearly not what we wanted to hear. But in saying
that, I recalled the Inspector’s words of advice to me from bygone
years. Reluctantly, the report tells it the way the Project Team saw
it and not what we wanted to see, even though we knew full well
there might be clients, friends and other colleagues who might be
discomforted by the report’s findings.
Perhaps our dedication to the industry, however, was best served
by doing so, and that ‘putting the facts on the table’ might be the
catalyst needed to bring about the fundamental changes required
to reinvigorate the industry we still hold a passion for.
If nothing else, Blanchie the Biella goldfish now has a name, and
if the hotel manager accords with our other request, the fish now
has a companion named Braggs.
The ASWGA would like to thank Paul and his team for providing us
with an important document and objective basis for evaluating our
enterprises.

Our work included a visit to Italy for a four day round of talks with
the major mills.
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Hamilton Lambswool

2015 also at the Australian Embassy in Tokyo. We had the honour
to receive a visit from Mr Ambassador to the collection.

Outer garments with the logo “HAMILTON
LAMBSWOOL” were launched for the
2015/16 Autumn/Winter season. They
attracted Japanese consumers for their
soft handling next-to-skin knitwear and
their drape, glossy and soft touch in coats.
In 2012 we visited Western District of
Victoria to see traditional lambs wool
regions and were fortunately invited to
SHEEP VENTION in Hamilton. Our guide
was former ASWGA president, Kevin Dunn and his wife Margaret.
It was an impressive Show for us to learn lots about sheep and the
enthusiastic atmosphere.
In 2014 we came back to Hamilton to collect various tools for the
promotion of our “HAMILTON LAMBSWOOL” brand.

We, as a trader of textile raw materials, fully comprehend the
values of individual wool qualities and grades but it is really difficult
to convey the values to consumers. Meanwhile our colleagues,
who are in charge of garment production, comprehend the
customer needs through frequent communication with retailers,
but find difficulty to add value to their products. They try to find the
original high quality raw materials to differentiate from general
products.
Fortunately ITOCHU Corporation helped to offer the facilities to
bridge both ends, the raw materials and consumers. The clue to
this success was our vertical network, which enabled us to convey
the value of our wool straight to consumers through ITOCHU retail
channels. We have learnt the importance of comprehending
consumer needs as well as direct dialogue between suppliers and
retailers/consumers throughout our network.

We launched our first wool collection for 2015/16 Autumn/Winter
season in December 2014, at the Australian Embassy in Tokyo.

Mike Kuritani / ITOCHU Corporation

In 2015 we came back to Hamilton again to seek to evolve the
value of our “HAMILTON LAMBSWOOL” brand further. We stretched
our legs to Portland, once the centre of the Western District sheep
industry, to add another line to our Lambswool collection. We were
kindly guided by the Portland Information centre to the old wool
auction site and wool warehouses.
We launched our new brand “PORTLAND WOOL” and the second
wool collection for 2016/17 Autumn/Winter season in December

• Elite paddock grown Superfine & Ultrafine Merinos
• Full pedigree & Performance recorded
• In-shed Laserscan testing every fleece
• SheepMAP MN3-V & OB-free
• DNA tested poll flock

Rams & Genetics available year round
Noel Henderson 0418 170 035
Office 03 5423 7100
noel.henderson@avingtonfarm.com
www.avingtonfarm.com

Winner of the 2014/15 ASWGA Cleckheaton Grand Champion Fleece
2015 Melbourne Royal Best Ultrafine Merino Fleece
2016 Sydney Royal Champion Spinners Type Merino Ram Fleece
2016 Bendigo ASWS Champion Ultrafine Poll Merino Ram
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If you’re looking for quality wool, frame & fertility,
look at an Avington merino — the stylish performer
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What is special about traditional superfine wool?
From the Grower Perspective:
Traditional superfine wool is finer crimping ideally portraying
a luminescent brightness, great elasticity and the unique
characteristic of high resistance to compression.
These features are reflected in the finished garment enabling
better drape and bulk whilst still extremely light weight which
are characteristics sought by processors, luxury retail outlets and
famous high class fashion brands which appreciate the extreme
softness and light weight qualities in this fabric.
The history of selling superfine wool can be briefly summarised.
Initially the highest priced fine wools were sold and sent to the UK
when those mills were processing at their peak.
Prior and following WWII, quantities of the Australian clip were
bought by Italian mills when they increasingly sought out
traditional Australian superfine wool.
During the 1950s and 1960s Japanese wool buyers were
purchasing substantial quantities of superfine wool. Most of these
wools still retained the traditional superfine characteristics.
Korea competed with the Japanese but on a lesser scale. Since the
GFC, China has become the dominant buyer of all Australian wool.
Because of the increase in the fineness of the Australian clip, an
increasing proportion of superfine wool is now bought on micron
with less importance on traditional superfine characteristics.
Italian mills are now increasingly concerned about the availability
of traditional superfine wool and are now paying a premium to
encourage growers to continue to produce this special fibre.
Traditional superfine sheep are generally well covered with dense,
thick, shorter stapled fine crimping wool cutting an average of 3 to
4 kilos on a slightly smaller frame. These sheep predominantly
Saxon bloodlines are well adapted to survive and thrive on
native run country. The longevity of the Saxon based sheep is
well recognised along with its ability to retain its wool quality and
style over an extended number of years when run in the more
temperate regions of Australia.

Thoughts from the Traditional Superfine wool classer’s point
of view
Alistair Strickland has had a great interest in the wool industry for
a long time and spent 47 years as a classer with Roberts including
36 years as a very passionate superfine wool classer.
One of his first associations with traditional superfine wool was
at Trefusis where he spent 27 years working with Jim McEwan.
Nine local (Tasmanian) Zegna awards and many 1PP bales were
achieved.
Classing in sheds with traditional superfine clips including
“Benham” for 27 years, “Macquarie Hills” for over 30 years and a
long association with these properties achieved many 1PP bales.
The last 10 years classing at “Patterdale” provided reward in the
New England Ultimate clip competition.
Alistair recognises the qualities of the traditional wools and strives
perfection and attention to detail in preparing clips enabling
him to class 1PP bales from various clips displaying his intimate
knowledge of the special fibre.

Christopher Horne gives his thoughts from a Fashion, Promotion
and Consumer perspective
Over some four-plus decades of promoting wool fashion we have
seen many changes in consumer interest, including the purchase
of woollen garments and their attitude toward wool fashion in
one’s wardrobe.
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Traditional Saxon Merino
Gone are the days of heavy woollen garments of the past, where
the consumer’s attitude was toward wool’s durability, its warmth and
very basic colours used in what now would classify as basic clothes.
Previously the all-important coat for him and for her were
essentials in one’s wardrobe. Also the heavy tweed jacket or suit,
again for both sexes.
Wool at the time was advertised and promoted as essential
warmth for winter. The quintessential accessory for one’s wardrobe.
In the 1960s things started to happen. Labels for both men and
women became sought after. Important co-ordinates emerged,
interchangeable jackets, trousers and skirts incorporating different
fabrics with the wool base garment. A wool jacket, a wool pant or
skirt, another fabric to highlight the “look”. In other words opening
options to put together and building one’s wardrobe. A major fashion
change to wool promotion in particular and to fashion in general!
Superfine wool came into its element at this time as well. The
Big Boom. Suddenly the fashion market was shown a fabric and
garments of which the conscious person could not believe the
beauty. The softness, the fluid drape wool gave to garments along
with brilliance of colour achieved in this stunning woollen fabric
was a revelation.
Designers became enthralled with the never-ending possibilities
one could put together in this medium-dynamic, luxurious, natural
and all pure wool.
Promotionally suddenly we could show wool in its diversity, texture
and its natural ability of drape; one could clearly see that designers
had picked up on its versatility.
The consumer wanted more and European Couturiers started to
show big interest in this natural fibre; they started to use it in the
same manner as they had previously with silks and cashmere
and the total promotion and advertising of wool changed forever.
Superfine wool became the vogue. The added use of beading,
jewellery and fringing added to the exotic look and style.
Men’s suiting, jackets and coats alike became a sensation like
wearing soft silk!
In seasonal fashion parades people could not believe the variety
of collections designed and made for summer, let alone winter
ranges made from superfine wool.
The promotion of superfine wool as a natiural product also
became important to European consumers.
The loss of local woollen mills within Australia is probably one of
the greatest losses to our fashion industry.
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AWI invests in R&D and marketing along the global supply chain for
Australian wool – from woolgrowers through to retailers.

•

Lifting production with Lifetime Ewe Management

•

•

Reducing vertebrate pests:
wild dog, rabbit, pig and fox control

Educating our future woolgrowers with Breeding
Leadership and National Merino Challenge

•

Fly, lice and worm control
www.wool.com/paraboss

•

Best practice in one package with Making
More From Sheep www.wool.com/mmfs

•

Engaging young people from education to leadership
www.wool.com/educationandextension

•

Reducing input costs, exploring new systems
www.wool.com/productionsystems

•

Training shearers and wool handlers

•

Connecting producers through
AWI networks

•

Improving genetics with benchmarking

•

Controlling parasites through paraboss

•

Aiding best practice with Making More From Sheep

Find it all at wool.com
AWI Helpline 1800 070 099

owner of

Australian Wool Innovation Limited gratefully acknowledge the matching funds provided by the
Australian Government to support the research and development detailed in this publication.
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Oak Hills 1PP
OAK HILLS / PYRAMUL/ ASWGA M97 is the established wool brand of
Daryl and lrene Croake at “Oak Hills”, Pyramul, NSW. Daryl and lrene
have operated as a working partnership for 37 years. The 2013 wool
clip was the 50th wool clip for Daryl and lrene. Daryl’s first clip in the
superfine wool industry was in 1964, after completing school. There
is a family tradition in superfine wool. The Croake family has been
in Pyramul since the 1840s. Daryl and Irene’s three grandchildren
are seventh generation. Patrick Croake first came from Ireland to
the Pyramul goldfields to set up “The Shamrock Inn”. The Croakes
later settled on farm land with sheep and from the early 1900s were
growing superfine wool.
OAK HILLS / PYRAMUL / ASWGA M97 is a brand recognised
worldwide in the wool trade for being traditional Saxon-type
superfine wool. Breeding has never varied from this type. In the 1950s
and earlier years, rams were purchased from Havilah Stud, Mudgee
and Oakbrook Stud, Bathurst. From the 1960s onwards, rams were
purchased from Hillcreston Stud, Bigga. In 1978, “Oak Hills” Stud was
established, as a small concern, primarily to provide best style ram
breeding stock for “Oak Hills” itself. In 1989, rams were purchased
from Sierra Park Stud, Dunkeld. Up to the present day, rams have
been purchased from the Saxon families of “Hillcreston Park” and
Hillcreston Stud, Bigga and Merryville Stud, Boorowa.
At “Oak Hills” the country is excellent for superfine wool production,
with its combination of cold winters, soil types and clean pastures.
Pyramul is located 250 kilometres north-west of Sydney in high
altitude (1000 metres above sea level) Central Tablelands country. It
is cool climate and geologically known for its slate-on-edge / granite
soil types. The predominant native grass is microlena, or ‘white-top’,
which is supplemented with improved pasture grasses. The landform
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is both open plateau and hilly country. It is not suited to cropping
on any scale. Wind-blown native bitou bush and noxious weed,
serrated tussock are a challenge, particularly with the number of
‘lifestyle’ neighbouring properties purchased by city dwellers.
Daryl and lrene have worked hard over the years to promote
their wool brand to the wool trade. A large part of this promotion
has been their preparation each year of top bales of wool, which
are traditionally shown as full bales (not in the boxes) and put up
for judging by the 1PP panel. The 1PP panel consists of five wool
buyers, who judge the bales on the wool sale floor, before the
sale. Judging is on their assessment of the wool being best in style,
colour, bloom, strength and length. To be typed as a 1PP, the wool
needs to be traditional superfine, finer than 16.9 micron and below
1% vegetable matter.
“Oak Hills” on-property records show Daryl and Irene’s first 1PP
bale being awarded in 1991. To date, OAK HILLS / PYRAMULI
ASWGA M97 has 48 1PP bales. In 2013, six 1PP bales were
awarded. In 2015, five 1PP bales were judged. Other highlight
years include 2000,2001,2002 and 2010, each year with four 1PP
bales. The finest OAK HILLS / PYRAMUL/ ASWGA M97 accredited
1PP bale was 14.4 micron in 2000. The top priced 1PP bale for
“Oak Hills” was 15.4 micron and it sold for 55,200 cents a kilo
in 1994. Thus, these 1PP bales have become Daryl and lrene’s
‘flagship’ bales, a way of ‘value-adding’ and have helped secure
brand recognition worldwide. The 1PP bales have primarily been
purchased by the Italian mills, but also by mills in Korea, Bulgaria
and China. In recent years, the Italian mills Successori Reda SPA
and Vitale Barberis Canonico SPA have been the major buyers.
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The clip is marketed through AWN (Australian Wool Network),
which is the leading superfine wool broker. Daryl and lrene have
been members of ASWGA since the early 1970s. Both ASWGA and
AUSFINE promote traditional breeding and classing. OAK HILLS /
PYRAMUL / ASWGA M97 is a SustainaWOOL accredited brand and
a member of the Vitale Barberis Wool Excellence Club.

Daryl & Irene Croake with AWN Broker Brett Cooper and Oak Hills 1PP
fleeces
“Oak Hills” has won major fleece and bale awards. Daryl
and Irene’s first major award was winning the 1984 Lumb
Golden Bale Award, sponsored by Allied Textiles, Huddersfield,
England, for the top bale from the 1983/84 wool clip. This
ignited the challenge for Daryl and lrene to produce the best
style traditional superfine Saxon-type wool. Other awards have
included being four times winner of the Ermenegildo Zegna
Wool Trophy and also many places. Daryl and lrene were the
most frequent winner of the Mudgee Clip Preparation Award
and gained second place in the Cheil Clip Preparation Award.
In The New England Ultimate Clip Competition, “Oak Hills” was
third overall and three times Central Tablelands winner. “Oak
Hills” was wool producer finalist in the 2012 Kondinin Australian
Farmer of the Year. In 2015, Daryl and lrene were second in the
Vitale Barberis Wool Excellence Award.

“Oak Hills” specialises in traditional superfine speciality wool
grown under natural paddock conditions. No sheep are shedded.
The wool for 1PP bales is shorn from wethers selected for best
style in their fleeces. These wethers are classed visually. Each
selected wether is individually micron tested, as a guide only. In
bale preparation, style, bloom, colour, strength and length are all
paramount. Selected wethers have been coated in the paddock
since 1984. This coated wool is classed into the best bales for each
year’s wool clip. The coats provide shearing-to-shearing protection
for the wether, initially against cold weather at shearing time and
for year-long protection from weathering, dust and vegetable
matter. Seasonal conditions affect the strength, as with the rest
of the flock. All sheep are non-mulesed. Coating these wethers
is time-consuming, with some sheep requiring three changes
of coat sizes in a year. The coated wethers are shorn with one
shearer. Each fleece is prepared very carefully, put into type bins
and then prepared into bales over several days, after all shearing
is complete.

Members that have obtained 1PP in 2015/16
Brand

Qty

OAK HILLS/PYRAMUL

5

GLEN STUART

1

GLENARA/M

1

KINGSTON/TASMANIA

1

LLANCAUT/WALLANGARRA

1

The OAK HILLS / PYRAMUL / ASWGA M97 wool clip is prepared
using the traditional AUSFINE classing and branding system.
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ASWGA Fleece Competition Winners 2015/16
Ballyrogan Growers Take Out the 2016 ASWGA Fleece
Competition
The 2016 Cleckheaton Grand Champion Trophy for the best
superfine fleece in the Australian Superfine Wool Growers’
Association annual competition has been awarded to Ararat
superfine wool producers Russell and Penny Hartwich from
“Kelseldale”, Ballyrogan. They defeated Paul Jones and Kim Price
from the Mudgee Region by just 0.1 of a point with Ed and Jill
Hundy, also Mudgee wool growers, an equally close third. It was a
big night for the Hartwichs as they also took out both the 74’s and
80’s Classes and were the Ararat/Barunah Region winners.
Glenara Merinos from Hamilton were also amongst the honours
with a very stylish fleece that won the 90’s Class and was the
Hamilton Region winner.

Mark & Lesleann Waters of “Riverton”, Armidale NSW, the Class
70’s and first in the New England region.

This year’s competition received over 100 entries. However the
judges’ decision was a popular one and a tribute to the many
years of careful breeding and constant husbandry the “Kelseldale”
flock receives. The Hartwichs, along with Russell’s parents travelled
to Tasmania to attend the 2016 Australian Superfine Wool Growers’
Association Conference and to be on hand at the presentation
dinner.
This year was one of ASWGA’s most successful fleece competitions
ever held.
A massive thank you to all who helped, from all the AWN staff
in Goulburn, Mark Hedley and John Bell as well as agents from
around Australia who gathered fleeces and delivered to AWTA for
distribution to Goulburn.
A big thank you to Tim Steere from AWTA Melbourne who coordinated all transfers of fleeces around Australia, to AWTA who
donated their services for our cause and also to AWH Goulburn
who donated the floor space for our use.

Danny & Megan Picker of “Summer Hill” in Bigga, NSW, first in
the Goulburn/Yass Region.

Lastly a great job was done by our judges Mr Craig Lawson of
Landmark Goulburn and Mr Phillip Jones of AWN Goulburn.
The complete list of winners:

Paul Jones & Kim Price of “Lyneside”, Bathurst, NSW, first in the
Mudgee Region

Penny and Russell Hartwich with Brenda McGahan, CEO Australian
Country Spinners (supplied by AWEX)
Russell & Penny Hartwich of Kelseldale, Ballyrogan, Victoria, the
Cleckheaton Grand Champion Fleece Trophy, Class 80’s and Class
74’s and first in the Ararat/Barunah region.
Trevor & Kathy Mibus of “Glenara Merinos” Hamilton, Victoria,
the Class 90’s and Finer and first in the Hamilton Region.
Ian & Margaret Humphry of “Avondale” in Springhurst, Victoria,
first in the Albury/Wodonga region.
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Allan & Carolyn Phillips of “Glen Stuart” Deddington, Tasmania,
first in the Tasmanian Region.
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James & Faye Pepper of “Mumballview”, Mumballup, Western
Australia, first in the West
This year we also recognise Tony & Janet Gall of “Wilson’s
Creek” in the New England Region, Bradley & Victoria Venning
of “Kilmarnock” in the Hamilton region and Noel & Lyndsay
Henderson of “Avington Farm” in the Ararat/Barunah region
for submitting highly commended fleeces.
On a different note we should thank Ray Moroney (recently retired
– right) and Megan Picker and Vic Smythe who worked overtime
to sort out all fleeces from the ASWGA Competition and the Zegna
Competition. Over 350 fleeces had to be sorted, identified and
coded before the Zegna Vellus Aureum fleeces could be sent for
AWTA testing.
Danny Picker
Fleece Competition Committee Chairman
Ray Moroney celebrating his retirement with colleagues and friends.

ASWGA Fleece Competition Statistics
The 2015-2016 AWSGA Fleece Competition attracted over
100 entries from 31 growers, well up on the 57 fleeces from
21 growers last year. All Regions were represented and all except
WA increased their representation.
Tasmania led the way with 26 entries from 8 growers. AraratBarunah was also very supportive with 20 fleeces from 5 growers.
Special mention for Albury/Wodonga with 15 fleeces from
2 growers.
Region
Albury/Wodonga
Ararat/Barunah
Goulburn/Yass
Hamilton
Mudgee
New England
Tasmania
Western Australia
Total

Growers
2
5
4
2
5
4
8
1
31

Fleeces
15
20
8
5
12
19
26
2
107

Quality
70-90
74-90
74-90
80-100
74-80
70-90
74-90
70-74

Table 1. Overall summary of ASWGA Fleece Competition entries by Region
for 2015-16
If the Regions are to be ranked according to the best average
score for their entrants then Ararat-Barunah and Hamilton
tied for first place with 83.2. Third was Mudgee and Tasmania
was fourth.

2015-2016
% of
Qty
total
5
4.7%

Class
70’s
70’s-74’s
74’s

5

4.7%

16

15.0%

74’s-80’s

13

12.1%

80’s

50

46.7%

80’s-90’s
90’s
90’s-100’s
Total

4

3.7%

13

12.1%

1

0.9%

107

100.0%

2014-2015
% of
Qty
total
7
12.3%

2013-2014
% of
Qty
total
3
4.6%

16

28.1%

6

9.2%

19

33.3%

24

36.9%

15

26.3%

32

49.2%

57

100.0%

65

100.0%

Table 3. A comparison of entries by Class for 2015-16, 2014-15 and 2013-14

In these times when growers are moving to broader crimping
types the year-on-year class comparison is interesting. Table
3 shows that 80’s and below has gone from 51% of entries in
2013-14 to 83% in 2015-16. Correspondingly 90’s and above have
diminished from 49%, nearly half, to 13% in the same period. The
aberration, perhaps the reality check given the small sample size,
appears to be in 74’s and below. This class has increased from
14% to 24% from 2013-14 to 2015-16 but in the intervening year,
2014-15, was 40%.

Fleeces (no.)

Weight (kg)

Quality (18)

Weight (22)

Yield (10)

Trueness (15)

Uniformity (15)

Evenness (15)

Excellence (5)

Total (100)

Albury/Wodonga
Ararat/Barunah
Goulburn/Yass
Hamilton
Mudgee
New England
Tasmania
Western Australia

15
20
8
5
12
19
26
2

1.8
4.1
2.1
2.3
2.9
2.8
2.4
3.3

17.1
17.0
17.2
17.6
17.2
16.9
17.2
16.6

14.5
21.8
15.6
18.2
19.3
16.4
16.8
18.3

6.7
7.2
7.0
7.2
7.3
7.1
7.4
6.5

10.6
12.1
11.5
13.0
12.7
11.7
12.7
11.0

11.1
11.1
10.9
12.2
11.6
11.6
11.8
12.0

11.1
10.9
12.3
11.6
11.6
11.5
11.6
12.5

2.8
3.1
2.8
3.5
3.4
3.1
3.5
2.8

73.9
83.2
77.2
83.2
82.9
78.2
81.0
79.7
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2.8

17.1

17.6

7.1

12.0

11.5

11.4

3.2

79.9

Total/Average

Rank

Region

8
=1
7
=1
3
6
4
5

Table 2. The average attribute scores for each Region and the overall ranking by Region
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Penny & Russell Hartwich - Kelseldale
Kelseldale is located within the Challicum hills, Ballyrogan, southeast of Ararat, Victoria. The third generation property lends itself
to superfine wool production with it being a mix of native and
improved pastures. The average annual rainfall is 575 millimetres;
however in reality these past few years have been well below
average. The majority of the farm is on sedimentary hills, our
highest point being 486 metres above sea level.
The Hartwich family have been breeding superfine sheep for
almost 90 years. My grandfather Alvin established the stud
in 1928. His work was continued by my father Noel, striving to
produce the best quality superfine wool that the property could
achieve. I am privileged to work with my father and look forward to
the future, with my wife Penny and I continuing on the genetics.
The Kelseldale stud, originally a Saxon flock has been influenced
by Rockbank genetics since 1988. Our aims are to:
• Primarily produce high quality superfine wool for a spinners
market,
• Maintain and improve fleece weights
• Maintain and improve body weights
• Produce an earlier maturing, robust animal that suits our
environment and captures the opportunities that arise within
lamb markets.
• Produce an easy care, good doing animal, with good
conformation, constitution and conversion.
• Have a sustainable business and property.
We shear the ewe portion of the flock in spring, while the wethers
are shorn in autumn to increase tensile strength and match in with
improved markets for mutton at that time of year. The downfalls of
autumn shearing are an increase in vegetable matter content from
the native pastures, and also in the drier years, dust.
Split lambing seems to work, some in late April, but the majority
in August to match feed availability. The lack of spring rain in
recent years has meant the normally late summer/early autumn
supplementary feeding regime has turned into spring through
to late autumn feeding. This past year also saw us carting large
amounts of stock water on a weekly basis, something that has not
happened in our history of the property.

The photo on the left was taken in 1969 and shows the eroded creeks
and washes. The matching photo today is on the right, showing the creek
battered and planted with trees to shore up erosion.

Penny & Russell Hartwich Cleckheaton Grand Champion
image courtesy of AWEX
We aim to grow our own grain and hay on the arable country.
Some people see the native pastures as less desirable, with a
trend to cropping (where possible) and an introduction of more
productive species. However from my point of view I see native
pastures as an asset. When correctly managed, though less
productive, these pastures have adapted to persist through the
dry and wet periods, recover, all the while holding the fragile soils
together. I am fortunate earlier generations tackled the daunting
issue of soil erosion, through removal of vermin (rabbits), land
works and tree planting to shore up already eroded gullies. There
are more than 50 concrete structures throughout the property used
to help slow the flow of water and reduce erosion. We continue
the annual maintenance these structures require to keep them
effective. Ongoing tree planting, land class fencing and deferred
grazing are all helpful tools we use. In a recent trial on our property
into the management of native pastures, a population of the rare
Golden Sun moth (Synemon plana) was discovered.
We were honoured and so excited to win the 2016 Cleckheaton
Grand Champion Fleece. It was great that my parents Noel and
Lynn, who have invested their life into superfine wool, were able
to be in Tasmania with Penny and myself to receive the trophy. We
would like to thank ASWGA for running the competition, Australian
Country Spinners, Wangaratta for sponsoring the Grand Champion
Fleece, and the Tasmanian branch for organising and hosting such
a grand weekend.
Russell Hartwich

Working on this same wash/creek in 1963. The photo is of Noel Hartwich
(Russell’s dad) driving the Fiat crawler.

On the Left is a view looking up the creek to the South west taken in
1963, Right photo, near the same point looking down the creek to the
North east

Current photos covering the area of the two older photos, native pasture still
dominant. Note the once washed out creek headwaters is now grassed over.
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Demonstrating how they made the concrete walls, before the washes
where battered down to slow erosion. The man on the left is Alvin
Hartwich (Russell’s grandfather), on the right, blade shearer Eric McGee.
The wall is 22 feet (about 6.7metres) high.
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Actively Supporting
Quality and Sustainable
Wool Production

From Tasmania to Times Square – American knitters
mad for Aussie wool
A lot has happened since the last ASWGA Annual Report for the
premium hand knitting yarn, Australian Superfine Merino by
Cleckheaton 8ply. In January 2016, this superb yarn made from
fleece sourced from ASWGA members was launched in North
America at Vogue Knitting LIVE. The team at Australian Country
Spinners and Australian woolgrowers, Allan and Carol Phillips
of ‘Glen Stuart’, Tasmania were mobbed at the Show at the
Marriott Times Square, New York. Running over 3 days, the most
prestigious consumer yarn event in the world attracted more than
7000 knitters and crocheters from across America and around the
world. Keen crafters queued for a chance to get their hands on
a sample of the world’s finest wool hand knitting yarn, Australian
Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton.

The first Australian Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton Fashion
Show was also held at Vogue Knitting LIVE and featured
garments and accessories created by some of the world’s best
hand knitting designers based in Melbourne. Ann Morgan, Head
Designer for the brand said, “We presented 30 looks across
three key fashion collections. Each collection was designed using
unique colour palettes inspired by various geographical areas of
Australia.”

Grown and made in Australia, this yarn is the world’s first yarn
made from 100% Australian superfine Merino. It’s certified by the
Woolmark Company and endorsed by the Australian Superfine
Wool Growers’ Association.

Australian Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton 8ply is now being
exported to North America and is available at leading retail stores
such as JoAnn’s Fabrics & Craft, Webs and various specialty yarn
stores. “This is an incredibly exciting development for this product
and our team in Wangaratta. Everyone has worked incredibly
hard to make this yarn the finest in hand knitting and it is very
rewarding to see it be so well received by knitters and crocheters
all over the world,’ said Brenda.

Taking the yarn to North America was a giant step for Australia’s
oldest hand knitting yarn factory, the Wangaratta Woollen Mills,
founded in 1923 in regional Victoria. “We are thrilled to launch this
yarn in North America and to showcase the world’s finest wool
from Australia”, said CEO of Wangaratta Woollen Mills, Brenda
McGahan. “Whilst we knew that this yarn was incredibly soft and
luxurious we could not have foreseen the response we received
from American knitters… we were mobbed! We had to restrict free
access to our booth and kindly ask knitters to wait patiently to view
and buy the yarn and pattern range, which sold out faster than we
could have imagined.”

Trisha Malcolm, Editorial Director of Vogue Knitting (and fellow
Australian) said, “[The] knitters loved the product and the designs –
really, they are exceptional! Since Vogue Knitting LIVE [concluded], I
continue to hear Australian Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton being
talked about by New Yorkers.”

If you are interested in purchasing Australian Superfine Merino by
Cleckheaton 8ply, it is available in Australia at specialist yarn stores
and online at cleckheatonsuperfine.com.au. If you are interested
in supplying fleece to ACS, please contact Melissa Mulley (ASWGA)
03 9311 9271 or Brenda McGahan (ACS) 03 9380 3888 for
further details.

Allan Phillips with a knitting fan at the Vogue Knitting Live launch

Debra Kinsey, Ann Morgan, Brenda McGahan with
Tassie wool growers Carol & Allan Phillips

Australian Superfine Merino by Cleckheaton 8ply

Cleckheaton on the runway
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Alberto Barberis Canonico, Andrew Blanch, David and Marie Boadle,
Alessandro Barberis Canonico, Davide Fontaneto and Alessio Crestani.

Highest hut in Europe "Capanna Margherita"

The Vitale Barberis Canonico Wool Excellence Club and
Wool Excellence Award initiatives. Financial Support
and Promotion of Saxon Wool and Wool Producers
With a history in wool of over three and a half centuries, Vitale
Barberis Canonico has learnt that it is very important to recognise
those who produce excellence in the form of this wonderful fibre.
Since its inception, The Vitale Barberis Canonico Wool Excellence
Club has demonstrated that there is a market which is willing to
incur higher costs to obtain a product of superior quality. Vitale
Barberis Canonico has always been convinced that the growers
from whom they buy their wool are not simply suppliers but that
they represent the starting point from which everything originates.
The Company’s objective is to produce the best quality fabric, so this
means working in close collaboration with the best wool growers.
Celebrating its second year of operation The Club has proven
a rewarding program for many Australian wool growers. The
Club brings together those wool growers producing traditional
Saxon Merino wool and whose production reflects the physical
fibre attributes and classing criteria required by Vitale Barberis
Canonico. The aim is to reward longterm relationships by means
of a series of advantages, including Conferences, Member BBQ’s,
Newsletters, the sharing of both member and VBC information,

Awards and most importantly, special Saxon purchase contracts
creating solid financial incentives.
The inaugural Wool Excellence Club Contract was released in July
2015 and was a 12 month contract to supply all suitable wool from
each Club member directly to Vitale Barberis Canonico. Members
were able to secure prices 35% above the auction market for their
Saxon production. Premium prices were offered on all VBC types
from spinner and best style fleece types to backs/necks, and also
long and short skirtings if the wool displayed the true Saxon traits
required by the Club membership criteria.
Vitale Barberis Canonico are well aware of the difficulties of
maintaining a profitable Saxon enterprise, the major one being
the amount of wool able to be cut per animal compared to
the modern, larger-framed Merino. The Wool Excellence Club
Contract endeavours to bridge this financial gap and to give
incentive to Club members to invest in their flocks and hopefully
grow the production of this special fibre. VBC are open to receive
applications to join the Wool Excellence Club from producers of

VILLAGE OF "ALAGNA" HELICOPTER FLIGHT OVER ITALIAN ALPS

Marie & David enjoy the Italian Alps

Marie Boadle and Davide Fontaneto at the award ceremony.
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true Saxon wool and who are confident they can meet the criteria
for Club membership.
Vitale Barberis Canonico takes great pride in selecting and
promoting only the very best wool producers in Australia. Along
with the quality aspects of the wool and its preparation, every Wool
Excellence Club member is required to demonstrate the highest
levels of animal welfare and environmental care. As a result, it is
a prerequisite for each member to be fully accredited under the
SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme. This scheme sponsored by VBC
and managed by their buying agent, New England Wool Pty Ltd, is
a fully audited scheme covering all aspects of wool quality, animal
health and welfare, traceability and positive interaction with the
physical and human environment.

A further advantage of the VBC Wool Excellence Club is the first
prize offered to the winner of the Vitale Barberis Canonico Wool
Excellence Award. This includes return business class airfares to
Italy with exclusive tours of the Vitale Barberis Canonico plants
located in the Biella region. But more importantly, and in keeping
with VBC’s recognition of the financial realities of running a Saxon
enterprise, the winners of this illustrious award receive a monetary
prize linked to the value of the wool purchased by VBC in the
season of the award. The winners of the 2015 Award, Marie and
David Boadle (DM / MIENA from Tasmania) received the amount
of $50,000 directly from Vitale Barberis Canonico. The Boadles
recently enjoyed an amazing week in Biella and surrounds
with the Vitale Barberis Canonico team and followed the flow of
the greasy wool, through the many fascinating processes, that

Village of Camogli, Liguria, Italy

David looks over antique books at the VBC Mill

Valentina Berti showing David & Marie swatches at the VBC Mill

Beautiful fabric woven from Superfine Wool

Visit to Vitale Barberis Canonico (VBC) Fabric Mill,
Biella Italia
(DM / MIENA Winners 2015 VBC Wool Excellence Award)
An Essay by Marie and David Boadle, June 2016
Our first visit was to the scouring and topmaking mill at Romagnano
Sesia (VBC is a shareholder) where 80,000 bales each year are
received, blended, scoured, combed and meticulously prepared into
wool tops - operating 24/7.
We were delighted to spot bales with brands of well-known
Tasmanian growers, as well as our own wool from “Miena”,
amongst the massive piles awaiting processing.
Tucked away in a quiet office upstairs was a museum of
international wool samples, each stored in glass bottles, collated by
country and state of origin, dating back many decades.
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Moving outside we could see the diversion of a local river to provide
hydroelectric power to the mill (with the water being reintroduced
to the natural waterway downstream) and the impressive water
recycling plant which returns the water used in the scouring
operation to pristine condition. Nothing is wasted in a sustainable
operation: even the precious lanolin which protected the wool on the
sheep is extracted for use in cosmetics.
Our second visit was to Vitale Barberis Canonico itself. The mill
is a mixture of old world charm and sophistication coupled with
modern offices and futuristic technology. We learnt that the fabric
mill itself was strategically located and nestled under the Alps to
take advantage of a boundless supply of fresh, clean water for
many aspects of the fabric preparation ranging from dyeing to
washing the fabric.
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We first passed through the design room: quiet and earnest
work which belied the noise and activity of the fabric preparation
processes that lay over many levels below. We descended
innumerable stairs to the wool dyeing area that begins the
transformation of the wool tops (or in some instances fabric or
un-dyed yarn): after dyeing, the material is washed and dried to
ensure colour fastness.

In all, there are 200 steps in the process. Despite all the automated
machine and robotic input to the transformation of greasy wool
into superb fabric, there is still an utter reliance on the human
eye, hand and judgement on the farm, in the wool shed and in
the meticulous inspection of the near finished fabric by a team of
experienced people.

Again, using marvelous technology, the dyed wool fibre is spun into
yarn, then precisely woven by many fully automated looms working
frantically but precisely to create the first fabric visible in the process.
VBC has designed and installed covers over each loom to minimize
noise. Just when we thought that was near the finish of the journey,
the fabric is then meticulously inspected three times, in between
which it is washed and dried (and the application of heat for those
lines destined to become worsted fabric).

We wish to thank VBC for giving us this wonderful opportunity.
The overwhelmingly generous monetary prize for the Manning
family of “Miena” is humbly appreciated and will be put to very
good “Saxon” use on our property. The airfares to Italy, the high
quality accommodation, dining and hospitality and the friendships
created are something that we will never forget. Thank you to
Alberto and Alessandro Barberis Canonico, Davide Fontaneto,
Andrew Blanch (New England Wool) and Sara Novaretti for sharing
your knowledge, friendship and support.

Valentina Berti with Marie & David at the VBC Mill

Marie Boadle with Davide Fontaneto, on-farm “Miena”, Tasmania.

The International Wool and Textile Organisation (IWTO) Congress 2016 was held in Sydney in early April. The timely
theme was “Wool for Future Generations”. I was fortunate enough to be one of the record 424 delegates from 25 countries.

The International Wool Textile Organisation Congress 2016
The Congress was very well supported by familiar names such as
AWI, The Woolmark Company, AWEX, AWTA, many brokers and a
range of other organisations. The organising was undertaken by
FAWO under the chairmanship of Robert Ryan, well known to many
ASWGA members and the management of Bianca Heaney. Yes,
the same one who assists with the ASWGA administration.
Companies important to ASWGA members, including Ermenegildo
Zegna, Successori Reda, Vitale Barberis Canonico, Marzotto,
G Schneider, and Nikke were all represented.

For superfine wool growers it was interesting to see that the
Nanshan Group was a major sponsor. The company’s display of
quality fabrics received its fair share of attention. Jimmy Jackson
(AWI) has been encouraging Nanshan to increase its use of
superfine wool.
The breadth of the audience served as a reminder of the mass
of organisations involved in our industry. The biggest groups
represented were Exporters/Merchants/Traders, 19% of total
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China will be the growth engine increasing from 1% to 6% of the
premium clothing market in the next 10 years. Yes, this economy is
slowing but consumer spending is forecast to continue growing at
about 5% a year.
We should not ignore traditional markets such as North America,
Western Europe and affluent Asia where growth of 2.8% per
annum is forecast for the next 10 years. South Korea has increasing
potential, the “new Japan”. Watch out for Mexico as well.
Laurent described the increasing spending power of mature
consumers as ‘a steamroller coming in’ that the wool industry
cannot afford to ignore.
ASWGA UK Member Lesley Prior with Fiona Raleigh of AWEX

Dr Paul Swan provided the industry
with food for thought with his
presentation “The Evolving Producer
Landscape – Challenge and
Change”. He pulled no punches
when talking about the need to
keep wool as an attractive
enterprise for younger farmers.

attendees, Marketing/R&D/Sheep promotion, 15% with Brokers and
Logistics also 15%. Growers were well down the list with 4 per cent.
However I am pleased to report that ASWGA member Lesley Prior
made it to the list of influential attendees as did Jonathan Dyson
from Twist Magazine who also attended the ASWGA conference
and gave it excellent coverage in the May-June edition.
The range of papers gave an indication of the number of aspects
that need to be addressed to support the industry. Here is
comment on a few of them.
A pre-conference session held by the IWTO Product Wellness
Working Group, provided an update on its activities and insights
into some of the issues our industry faces at the consumer level.
Tone Tobiasson and Ingun Klepp, both from Norway, the wool
wearing capital of the world, both self-confessed wool fanatics
and members of the Working Group, presented on the issues wool
faces at the consumer level. People such as Tone and Ingun are
there to break down consumer resistance to wool and to tackle
predators in our space. The latter includes the relatively new
entrant, (clothing made from viscose eg bamboo) which does not
have the historical baggage of wool.
Craig Vanderoef, was one of the
most popular speakers. He is the
Senior Director of Running Apparel
and Customisation at Adidas. He
outlined the opportunities in the
younger generations, Y and Z for
wool consumption through
sportswear – from shoes upwards.
His research indicated that this
group has a lot of money to spend
although most of it is their parents’!
He urged the delegates present, as
Mr Craig Vanderoef
‘architects’ of wool, to replace
negative perceptions with positive ones, citing the athleisure sector
as an example of how wool’s natural performance characteristics
– odour resistance, breathability, handle, thermal comfort – go
hand in hand with fashionable fitness.
Clint Laurent, a world renowned
demographer and CEO of Global
Demographics Ltd, gave an
interesting presentation with some
cautious optimism for superfine
wool growers. People are living and
working longer allowing them to be
longer term consumers of quality
products including clothing. They
may be buying less but they are
buying better. Popular opinion is
to focus on the younger consumer.
Mr Clint Laurent
According to Laurent more mature
consumers will be the drivers of growth in the next few years.
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Paul cited the statistics that over the
last 14 years the AUD production
value per head has doubled.
Dr Paul Swan
Meat has been increasing at 6.1%
per annum and wool at 4.5% per
annum. These are healthy numbers and yet the average age of
livestock farmers is 63 compared to the overall average of 42.
It seems that livestock generally, not just wool production, is not
attractive to those who need to be involved. I was left wondering
how much the audience took on board the lack of attractiveness of
wool production for younger farmers and investors and the longer
term implications of this.
One of the main challenges will be maintaining the increase in
ewe productivity given especially that the Merino ewe flock is not
forecast to increase much. This means that in the next 10 years the
drivers for productivity will be from the number of lambs reared
and fleece weight.
AWI is assisting to improve productivity with extension programs
such as the National Merino Challenge, a two day national
competition for Year 11, Year 12 and tertiary students and the very
successful Lifetime Ewe Management program.

Mr Paolo Zegna

Dr Peter Morgan
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Mr Paolo Zegna, chairman of the
Ermenegildo Zegna Group spoke
during the Retail Forum. He called
for greater pro-activity on animal
welfare issues saying that “wool
should be promoted, not
demonised”. He reported that the
fastest growing sectors of the
Ermenegildo Zegna business are
wool sports wear and made-tomeasure suits. The latter is a clear
example of closer involvement with
the customer.
The ASWGA was directly involved
in the Congress through Dr
Peter Morgan’s presentation
‘Observations on Recent Changes
in the Profile of Australian Superfine
Merino Wool’. This was a review of
the volumes of higher frequency
crimping superfine wools and the
decline that is taking place. The
data is the basis for one of the
key messages in The Future for
Traditional Superfine Report.

John and Robyn Ive and their “Talaheni” biodiversity management
and productivity and environmental outcomes were featured by
Dr Beverley Henry in her sustainability contributions. Part of this
was during a coffee break session which featured discussion
around Talaheni’s Good for Wool: Good for Biodiversity poster.
Among those present were Pip Merriman, Merrignee Merino
Stud, Boorowa, Dave Maslen, Global Partnerships Manager, New
Zealand Merino Company, Charlie Merriman, Merrignee Merino
Stud, Boorowa, and WoolProducers Australia Director, ASWGA
members John Ive and Simon Cameron, and Associate Professor
Beverley Henry, Institute for Future Environments, Queensland
University of Technology and Chair IWTO Wool Life Cycle
Assessment Technical Advisory Group.
To wrap up, for a wool grower it was an expensive event but it
was good value for gaining an appreciation of the diversity of
involvement in our industry. As growers we need to understand
the big picture of the wool world, the realities of our industry and
the fact that wool’s commercial environment is not standing still.

John Ive’s discussion group

Simon Cameron

ASWGA Photographic Competition Winner “Bale on the Hill” by Lyndel Poole, Conara
A picture might be worth a thousand words but sometimes the
story behind it is not included in what you see.

steeper than it looks in the photo there had to be a successful shot.
Thanks to the judges there has been.

The 2016 winning photo was taken on one of the “Kingston” bush
runs looking north east.

There was a sequel to the photo shoot that we wished we had
picked up on earlier. At the bottom of the hill on the next run was
another mob of wethers behaving in an unusual manner. It was
later discovered that they were being worried by a pair of dumped
or escaped domestic dogs. These two subsequently rampaged
part of our farm and the neighbouring one for six weeks. We
lost 35 sheep and our neighbour a good deal more. Though it
claimed life, the menacing left another 25 in need of constant care
for a month to nurse them back to health. Gathering the 1200 to
move to safety was a gut wrenching experience as the slightest
pressure evoked panic. Not only did it cost us the sheep, our
rugging program was ripped to shreds, literally, so a 1PP bale was
probably a casualty as well. The unwitting impact of some people’s
thoughtless actions. It gave us a small taste of what it must to like
to be in wild dog country.

The “Kingston” product is not just the wool from carefully bred
sheep. It is how the sheep are cared for and the land on which
they graze. There is no room in a sale catalogue for this important
detail. The photo was an attempt to portray a top bale with some
of the main wether flock in a landscape context to better illustrate
the enterprise and what it stands for. In fact, in spite of Lyndel’s
effort to prepare the bale and cart it safely to where the photo was
taken it was not the one that was used!
Taking a photo like this should be simple.
Right? Wrong! Here is the first attempt. Nice
backdrop but just look at the “prestige”
bale. Using hand-pressed wigs was not
the great idea we thought it might be!
Hence Plan B and then Plan C.
Managing to match the sheep movement
with the correct place in the landscape
tested the patience of the sheep, the dogs and the photographer.
Having got the bale into place on a tricky hillside that is a lot

For information and entry forms for the next ASWGA Photographic
competition, please visit www.aswga.com or contact the office on
aswga@woolindustries.org, or ph: 03 9311 0271
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Ercole Botto Poala; Guglielmo Botto Poala; Fabrizio Botto Poala; Francesco Botto Poala

Reda launches “Reda Future Project” initiative for long-term
partners, setting industry standards for innovation,
creativity and high quality fabrics
Reda, the renowned Italian fabric and active wear producer from
Italy has released a ground-breaking new long term contract
designed to support and promote the best Australian superfine
wool producers. Considered to be the first of its kind, the 5-year
contract has arrived just in time to breathe life into an otherwise
lacklustre market for superfine wool. Promisingly termed the Reda
Future Project, Reda launched the exciting new initiative in early
June through its buying arm in Australia, New England Wool.
Offering prices at significant premiums to the auction market, it
was offered to a select group of high quality producers throughout
NSW, Victoria and Tasmania. Only farms producing the highest
quality wool were selected to kick-start Reda’s initiative.
In addition to incentivising superfine wool producers, the Reda Future
Project has been designed to stabilise and hopefully grow the supply
of high quality traditional wool, which will allow Reda to pursue its
plans of expansion and continuous innovation in the future.
“This initiative addresses significant supply issues for Reda. If there
are no incentives in the market, we are concerned that growers
will stop focusing on quality. Without quality, we cannot hope to
innovate and grow as a company”, said Fabrizio Botto Poala,
Director of Global Procurement at Reda.
The Reda Future Group of growers were asked to commit to
delivering wool of the highest standards to Reda for a period of
3 or 5 years. Those who chose the 3-year option would have
another opportunity to extend to 5 years in the future. Prices
ranging between 15% and 35% above current auction prices
were offered for wool types from 15.8 – 19.2 micron. A significant
feature of the contract was the flexibility of the prices in relation
to the physical auction market. If the average price rose over
the current season, the base prices of the contract would rise
accordingly in the next year of the contract. Growers also had the
option to choose the maximum percentage by which their contract
prices could rise or fall in any one year of the contract. Options of
between 0% and 20% market movement, up or down, could be
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locked into each individual
contract, the choice reflecting
each grower’s appetite for
risk.
All members of the Reda
Future Group were required
to be accredited under the
SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme. This scheme promotes each
farm’s high-level credentials in animal welfare, animal health,
traceability, environmental care and wool quality. SustainaWOOL™
was released in March 2015 and now boasts over 500 accredited
farms throughout Australia.
Reda, who celebrated their 150th year in 2015, has based its
production of fabrics on values such as style, sophistication,
elegance and performance and is at the cutting edge of
technology and innovation. Reda’s suiting fabric finds its way
into the collections of the high-end fashion brands. In recent
years, there has been diversification into active sportswear,
“Reda Rewoolution” and technical fabrics, “Reda Active”. This has
seen Reda fabrics worn by extreme athletes around the world
and their fabrics used in diverse products such as board shorts,
ski boots, sports helmets and waterproof jackets. Located near
Biella in Northern Italy, the Reda mill employs 400 workers, uses
approximately 22,000 bales of greasy wool and produces over
7 million metres of fabric per annum.
The “Reda Future Project” initiative is the latest in a suite of contracts
and promotions that have been offered to producers of traditional
superfine wool over a number of years in Australia. “We are
investing in growers who have supported us over many seasons. It
is not just talk - we are endeavouring to make a positive difference
to their bottom line and at the same time, grow the supply of high
quality wool for our own future. We have to work together on this”,
said Mr Botto Poala.
For More information: Andrew Blanch Mob: 0418 407860
Email: ablanch@newenglandwool.com.au
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“For the times they are a-changing”
The changing face of wool procurement –
New England Wool
New England Wool began its life in 1990 as an exclusive buying
structure for the two renowned fabric makers in northern Italy,
Reda and Vitale Barberis Canonico (VBC). Its humble beginnings
saw just 5,000 bales purchased in the first season utilising just one
staff member. The partnership, now in its 26th year, has withstood
the test of time and is firmly entrenched as a major player in the
exporting arena purchasing consistently 45,000 bales per annum,
employing 5 full time staff members and establishing buying
offices located in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa.
From the 1990s to the present day, New England Wool has
charted the waters through many major events. These include the
dissolving of the Reserve Price Scheme, the creation of AWI and
AWEX, the introduction of nylon packs (strongly helped by New
England Wool’s pack rebate scheme), the Japanese financial crisis
and the GFC, the fall of Russia and rise of China as major wool
using countries, the animal welfare debates, just to name a few.
For the first ten years of existence, New England Wool procured
the vast majority of its raw material via the auction system. The
company was just one of many buying houses all vying for a
similar type of superfine wool and all with orders emanating
from Europe and Italy in particular. With that much competition in
the market place, very distinct pricing levels could be seen with
significant premiums achieved for the very best quality and well
prepared superfine types. Those premiums, generally between
200-400c/kg clean, sent the strongest message to superfine wool
producers of what to breed to attain the best financial result from
their flock.
Move forward to 2009 and the financial turmoil that has now
become known as the GFC arrives. Although there had already
been a reduction in processing output and wool usage in Italy
before this date, the GFC certainly pushed a lot of the remaining
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far as micron is concerned. This has certainly dampened any
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Chinese business was more related to the tested criteria on the
available wool, not so much the physical attributes of the wool
itself. The lack of competition meant that two of the main users
and champions of the traditional, finely crimped, sound and stylish
wool, Reda and VBC, were not pushed to pay much more than the
basic Chinese price at auction. As a result, there has been a rapid
decline over the past 10 years of that particular type of traditional
wool – generally 10% each year. The trend has been to breed
larger animals capable of producing as much wool as possible
but with a wool that presents completely different characteristics.
They tend to be longer stapled and bolder crimped. The traditional
classing and preparation of superfine clips (and all wool in
general) has trended towards FAQ standard due to rising costs,
and the mixed message coming from the market that “quality does
not pay”!
As a result of the history lesson above, New England Wool and
its shareholders have launched a number of initiatives over the
past 5 years. These initiatives, aimed squarely at its valued grower
base, try to stem the tide of the reduction in the traditional wool
types and quality preparation (and hopefully grow the production
in the long term) by offering significant premiums through
targeted contracts. Reda and VBC want to shore-up supply of
the type of wool they need, but fully realise that only “price” can
convince growers to do this. In all but one year, these contracts
have delivered prices between 10-35% above the auction market,
depending on the quality of the wool delivered. The contracts
have evolved each year to make them more user friendly for
participants, such as allowing growers to sell any unsuitable wool
in any way they wish without any penalty. The size of the combined
contracts has also grown, and in 2016 it is hoped that 5000 bales
will be delivered through these initiatives. Both Reda and VBC
have formed and invested in select groups of growers who have
been long term suppliers of quality wool to each company. These
groups receive their own special contracts and are invited to be
involved in marketing projects, conferences and networking with
their sponsoring company. Other contracts are combined efforts
from both Reda and VBC, all managed by New England Wool.
In the past few months three separate contracts have been
released in Australia – ranging from 1 year, to 3-5 year
commitments. Reda held their inaugural Reda Future Project
conference. VBC performed farm visits to some Wool Excellence
Club members, and organised a BBQ for Victorian members and
interested parties. In the coming months there will be a visit from
a Reda representative to the newest members of the Reda Future
Project and VBC will hold the third of it Wool Excellence Award
dinners in Melbourne. The winner from this evening receives a
payment direct from VBC of up to $50,000 and a trip to Italy. A
number of initiatives are also being developed for release later this
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season. Special limits on particular quality wool types offered at
auction will also be used in the hope that growers will clearly see
that there is a strong demand for these wools.
Underpinning all of the Contracts, Projects and New England
Wool’s continued support for the auction, is the SustainaWOOL™
Integrity Scheme. Launched in March 2015, SustainaWOOL™
provided a vehicle for professional wool growers to declare
their superior animal health, animal welfare, environmental,
traceability and quality credentials. This information is used by
Reda and VBC to strengthen its ability to provide assurances to
their customers and consumers that their raw material is sourced
from suppliers who truly care for their stock and their environment.
At the time of writing, the SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme
boasted 455 accredited properties and involves (potentially)
25,000-30,000 bales. A full auditing regime stands behind the
scheme with New England Wool partnering with the Australian
Wool Exchange (AWEX) and their NWD-IP auditing team. Any
growers wishing to participate in the many contracts offered
through New England Wool must first be successfully accredited
under the SustainaWOOL™ Integrity Scheme. The scheme was
developed and is managed by New England Wool, although
the concept of such a scheme emanated from one of the Italian
shareholders due to demand coming from their customers. In
2016/17, a full review will be undertaken to understand if the
current version of the scheme remains relevant to the changing
times, and if improvements or additions are required, these will be
implemented at the earliest opportunity.
The catchphrase of one of our shareholders, Reda, is “Changes
Are Inevitable”. Nothing could be more relevant at this juncture.
The philosophy of New England Wool has, and must continue
to be, to move with the changes. The management knows full
well that there is a lot of work ahead, particularly to incentivise
superfine wool producers to “stick with it”. New England Wool, with
the full support of our shareholders, will continue to invest in and
work with superfine wool growers for the mutual benefit of all.
*For more information on Contracts and the SustainaWOOL™
Integrity Scheme visit:
www.newenglandwool.com.au
Or contact
Andrew Blanch ablanch@newenglandwool.com.au
Andrew Raeber araeber@newenglandwool.com.au
Murray Bragg mbragg@newenglandwool.com.au
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Ultrafine Wool: Many challenges, but flystrike and
dag are not among them.
My family has been farming in the Morrisons area for over
100 years, with the Millar and McCormack families identified as
two of the initial nine founding families of the Morrisons area.
Initially these farming endeavours included a mix of prime lamb,
fine Merino wool, cattle and cropping.
About 30 years ago we participated in a long-acting worm control
capsule trial. As part of that process, a mid-side sample micron
test was performed on the selected trial sheep to measure the
impact of capsule use on wool micron.
An unexpected consequence of the sampling was the
identification that some of our Merinos had the finest micron
Merino wool in Australia, and possibly the world. Consequently
we decided to improve on our fine Merino wool by becoming even
finer, and we actively sought the finest wool rams available, to join
with our finest ewes.
In 1995 Clipswood Park Lucky was yet again identified as the
outstanding sire by the Victorian Fine Wool Sire Evaluation
Scheme. It was my good fortune that Clipswood Park Lucky was
owned by neighbours and good friends, Jim and Sandra Rankin
and I was able to purchase semen and rams from them. The
Clipswood Park Lucky bloodline was, and remains, the most
significant contribution to my goal of producing the best paddockreared ultrafine wool.
I now breed all of my own rams after seeking expert genetic
advice that in-breeding would be highly unlikely given the
number of rams produced each year. While wool fineness has
been my priority for the past 30 years it remains important that
all my sheep survive and thrive in their natural environment –
the paddock.
Natural selection weeds out the weak, the worm-and-diseaseprone ones ensuring that all available rams are the most resilient
and strong. Each ram is micron tested at first shearing, usually
around eight months old, and again at their next two year old
shearing. These results coupled with an expert visual fleece
inspection, performed by Ted Wilson each year, inform me of the
rams to use, sell as surplus ultrafine rams, or cull.
By the mid-2000s it had also become obvious to me that world
opinion was so anti-mulesing, that consumer demand would
dictate non-mulesed wool in the future, and this has proven to be
the case.
In approximately 2006 I took part in one of the Australian Wool
Innovation (AWI) Clip early trials. The clip was one of a number of
alternatives to mulesing that the AWI was exploring at that time
and in my opinion remains the only innovation that has succeeded
in meeting my key objectives of:
• Non-mulesing;
• Addressing animal welfare concerns; and
• Commercially benefitting the farmer.
This Clip trial proved extremely successful, as I was able to
observe, that the lambs didn’t lose condition as occurs when
lambs are mulesed. This was proven by comparing the physical
condition of the clipped group, to a control group of lambs, that
were neither mulesed, nor clipped. Both groups of lambs had the
same weights when measured pre and post clipping.

Tom Spielvogel – Photo courtesy of Aaron Francis, The Australian
I was aware of the link between weaning weight and weaner
survival, particularly in relation to Merinos, so this demonstrated a
clear commercial advantage of clipping through increased weaner
survival rates.
It was also obvious to me that if the lambs maintained their
physical condition after clipping they could not have been suffering
undue stress, and this would go towards addressing animal
welfare concerns. My observation was supported by an AWI
animal welfare study at the time that confirmed clipping was less
stressful to lambs than mulesing
This evidence of initial commercial benefit was sufficient for me to
adopt the clipping process on my farms.
The clips produced a bare area on the breech of the lambs that
was slightly narrower than mulesing. I was keen to see whether
this would be as effective in preventing flystrike and dag as
mulesing. There would be little point in having higher weaner
survival rates if those gains were later lost due to flystrike or
excessive dag.
At the same time I introduced clipping I commenced an aggressive
blowfly control regime through the use of available chemical
controls. This combination has proven so successful, that a decade
on, I have no mulesed sheep on my property, and virtually no
flystrike.
The economic production benefits of the strategy I adopted a
decade ago are simple – increased wool and sheep production
through greater survival rates.
Animal welfare concerns and consumer opinion continue to
resonate. Through foresight and longterm planning we are now
in the position to supply a product that we believe is unique in the
world:
• Non-mulesed;
• Ethically paddock reared;
• Ultrafine;
• Sustainable; and
• Natural.
The attractiveness of our product to today’s consumers has
become obvious and we are now in early negotiations to
contractually provide our unique and premium wool to the world.
Tom Spielvogel
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Taylor & Lodge Mill

UK Focus - Taylor & Lodge
The Australian wool industry has very strong historical links with the
UK’s West Yorkshire. The post Second World War decline in UK textile
manufacturing is well known but it was not the end of the road. In fact
since the financial crisis of 2008 there has been good growth. The UK is
certainly a manufacturing region that Australian superfine wool growers
need to keep on their radar and maintain their relationships with.
It is the mix of tradition and innovation that means UK textiles continue
to be relevant in the modern design climate, whilst the industry is also
versatile enough to meet demand by offering quick lead times. The
main markets for British textiles are the US, Japan, Italy and France,
with China fast gaining ground.
A large part of the appeal is the provenance of textiles manufactured
in the UK and all this represents. Transparency throughout the whole
manufacturing chain gives the consumer confidence, whilst the
unique back story is a real draw to international retail markets.
“Traceability and manufacturing with superb heritage and expert time
honoured skills is seen as a quality as important as the actual fabric,”
Beryle Gibson of the UK Fashion and Textile Association explains.
“Today discerning consumers want to know exactly what they are
buying with perceived value both real and emotional”.
Very high quality suiting fabrics with well-known brands such as
Dormeiul, Scabal, Taylor & Lodge, Moxon, Holland & Sherry and
Joseph Clissold are produced here. Some brands are manufactured
in-house. Others are known as manufacturers without looms,
outsourcing to high quality specialists such as Peninne Weavers or to
W.T. Johnston for finishing.
The ASWGA has friends in the area. I was given a very warm
welcome when I visited there in 2015 and in particular when I toured
Taylor & Lodge, a company that has been an ASWGA member for
many years.
Taylor & Lodge has occupied its factory in Huddersfield since the
company was founded in 1883. The same skills and knowhow, which
for generations have given Huddersfield its reputation as a world
leader in the production of fine worsted cloths, are still used in the
company today.
Over the years, modern technology has been introduced into
the production process at Taylor & Lodge, but only when seen as
an enhancement to the quality of the cloth. High speed warping
machines and Dornier rapier looms ensure precision and accuracy,
essential in the manufacture of cloths made from the very finest
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micron wools and other luxury fibres. Computerised pattern weaving
machines make the sample pattern weaving unit one of the most
modern in the industry.
Taylor and Lodge’s archive pattern collection, dating back to 1883, is
sought after by designers and buyers worldwide to draw creative
inspiration.
“Our vibrant design team constantly research and develop fabric
trends, working closely with customers and suppliers, to offer a
bespoke service alongside seasonal collections. Collaborating with
world leaders in fabric finishing, Taylor & Lodge offer a wide range
of finishes including London Shrunk Finish, summer cool finish,
vintage finish and technical applications with nano and anti-bacterial
technology.”
Fabric weights range from 165 gms to over 700 gms per metre, using
only natural fibres, including the finest micron wools, cashmere,
vicuna, silk, linen and summer kid mohair.
Taylor & Lodge prides itself on being the first textile company to win the
Queen’s Award for Exporting. The company continues its international
marketing strategy, with over 90% of production exported to key
markets such as the Far East, Middle East and Europe.
Taylor & Lodge has also been part of the success of the Savile Row
bespoke tailors, supplying fabric to maintain their standard of
excellence for which the merchants are internationally renowned.
Its qualities have been enjoyed and appreciated by members of the
Royal Family, famous celebrities including Daniel Craig in his role as
James Bond and leading statesmen. Its cloths feature in the haute
couture collections of famous leading fashion houses, including
Givenchy, Lanvin, Dior, Louis Vuitton, Hermes, Gucci, Dolce & Gabbana
and Armani.
During my visit I met Mr Chen Chao, the
Director, and Mr Jeff Heppenstall, Mill
Manager. They reinforced what one reads
about the company.
Shandong Ruyi Technology Group Ltd
became involved in 2014 with a controlling
interest. Yes, there have been changes as a
result of Shandong Ruyi’s involvement. These
have been important for the new investment
that is allowing Taylor & Lodge to continue
doing what it has for over 100 years and that
is to produce exclusive fabrics to the highest
standard.
Simon Cameron
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Mr Chen Chao &
Simon Cameron

Wool Week display Westfield Doncaster

Wool Week display Westfield Miranda

The Campaign for Wool
Those who attended the ASWGA’s Launceston Conference heard
the welcoming message from His Royal Highness The Prince of
Wales. He reminded us that The Campaign for Wool, of which he
is the Patron, had been established “to find new ways to promote
wool and make sure farmers across the Commonwealth obtain
fair value for their thoroughly sustainable and environmentally
friendly product”.

So, what is The Campaign for Wool?
The Campaign For Wool is a global endeavour that was initiated
by its patron, His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales, to raise
awareness amongst consumers about the unique, natural and
sustainable benefits offered by wool. Encouraging collaboration
between an international community of woolgrowers, major
fashion designers, retailers, manufacturers, artisans and interior
designers, the Campaign has been instrumental in educating
consumers about the versatility of wool, and reconnecting them
with its myriad of uses – from luxurious fine Merino knitwear to
fire-retardant insulation for the home.
Prince Charles’ unequivocal endorsement of wool’s green
environmental credentials is pivotal to the Campaign. A genuine
green message is becoming increasingly more relevant as
mid and upper-mid market fashion retailers seek to exploit the
ecological agenda to improve their image amongst growing
numbers of concerned consumers.
The Campaign is sponsored by six of the biggest global wool
bodies: The Woolmark Company, British Wool Marketing Board,
Campaign for Wool New Zealand Trust, Cape Wools of South Africa,
Viking Wool of Norway and The American Wool Council. Every year,
The Campaign for Wool stages Wool Week, a week-long festival of
events and workshops celebrating wool in all its guises.
The Campaign for Wool is designed principally to appeal to
consumers who believe a difference can be made to the eco
balance by opting for, or upgrading to, wool in apparel.
The Campaign officially began in October 2010 with a launch event
that saw London’s historic tailoring street Savile Row transformed
into a pasture upon which fifty sheep grazed. Over 100 companies
participated in Wool Week and thousands of consumers took part in
activities such as knitting and felting. Yellow sheep were even spotted
queuing outside Selfridges department store on Oxford Street.

2011 saw the launch
of Wool Modern, an
exhibition opened by His
Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales, showcasing
the very best in fashion
and design in wool. Wool
Modern featured the
work of seminal designers such as Yves Saint Laurent, Alexander
McQueen and Vivienne Westwood.
In October 2012, the Campaign launched Wool School, its first
major educational initiative. 12 top retailers including Topshop,
Hobbs and Jigsaw joined forces with design students at leading
universities in order to create a series of wool sweaters which were
sold in stores. 5% of profits have been put back into educating the
next generation of designers about the benefits of using wool.

Campaign for Wool – Wool Week
In 2015 The Campaign delivered eleven Wool Weeks in countries
including Australia, Italy, France, the Netherlands, the United
Kingdom, China, Japan, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa.
It had more than 400 participating brand partners via a series of
retail Wool Weeks in major cities.
There is a strong social media presence using Facebook, Twitter,
Pinterest, Youtube and Instagram to join to link with the events and
to help spread the word.
As a measure of its effectiveness according to AWI in the three
years to June 2016 The Campaign delivered between $0.60
and $3.10 for every $1 invested depending on how the benefit is
measured. In AWI Strategic Plan for 2016-2019 The Campaign
target is to generate 1.0 million kilos of new demand.
The role and importance of The Campaign in the effective
promotion of wool is widely recognised. In his presentation at the
2016 IWTO Congress Count Paolo Zegna made specific reference to
The Campaign For Wool commenting that it has moved wool from a
commodity to a special fibre and thanking AWI for the initiative.
And as a footnote, Peter Ackroyd, the Chief Operating Officer
of Campaign For Wool is exploring a marketing initiative for the
ASWGA in conjunction with The Campaign for Wool. More about
this next year.
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Ararat/Barunah Regional Report 2015/16
The past year has seen a variety of conditions. The year started well
with sheep healthy and feed levels reasonable, coming out of winter
and into spring. But this did not last, with the rainfall at very low levels
from October onwards. It has been very arduous looking after stock
over the summer and autumn. With the early shut off to spring, feed
levels were reduced and a considerable amount of hand feeding
was required. Water has been a critical issue with the majority of
dams in the region empty. There has been a considerable amount of
water carting and bores sunk with costly infrastructure required for an
efficient stock watering system.
Accumulating feed reserves was a high priority with a lot of crops
cut for hay and with heavily reduced grain yields. The summer has
felt very long. Fortunately meat prices have stayed at a very good
level throughout this time enabling a reduction in stock numbers and
helping to generate important income. Many people set up stock
containment areas to help manage maintenance of stock through
this period. Since the beginning of May, rains have fallen across the
region with most areas experiencing good falls. This has led to good
growth of pasture and enabled the crops to be planted in good time
under ideal conditions. It has been wonderful to experience adequate
moisture for the last two months allowing our farms to produce feed. A
great relief.
Numbers of Merino to Merino joinings continue to drop, reflective
of wool returns. I imagine the upcoming woolclip will be carrying
considerable dust with growers doing all they can for the health of the
animal and not so much for the cleanliness of the wool.
It was pleasing to see members well represented in the prize winners
of both Zegna and ASWGA fleece competitions. Congratulations must
go to Russell and Penny Hartwich, “Kelseldale”, on their win in the
ASWGA fleece competition. The winning fleece also took out the AraratBarunah and 74’s sections with another fleece winning the 80’s section.
Congratulations also to Noel and Lyndsay Henderson, “Avington”, who
received a “highly commended” for one of their fleeces. It was pleasing
to see the regional members well represented in the number of fleeces
entered and the results achieved in this competition.
Rob and Pamela Sandlant, “Pyrenees Park”, have also enjoyed a
successful year winning the Loro Piana finest bale competition. An
outstanding achievement.
Bradley Sandlant, Lexton, finished second in the Zegna Vellus Aureum
fleece competition. The micron of this fleece was 9.8 - an outstanding
achievement.

Members of Ararat/Barunah region at their Annual General Meeting
– L/R, Kevin Dunn, Andrew Phillips, Bronwyn Phillips, Penny & Russell
Hartwich, Graeme Phillips and Geoff Phillips
Congratulations to Stephen, Heather and William Reid, (“Kooringal”),
Kim and Phil Hartwich, (“Mt Challicum”) and John and Mac Barty,
(“Beverley”) all winning respective sections.
It was pleasing to see many members exhibiting sheep at the
Bendigo Sheep and Wool Show. Craig Eagle (“Glencaber”), Russell
Hartwich (“Kelseldale”), Phil Hartwich (“Mt Challicum”), Noel Henderson
(“Avington”) and John Barty (“Beverley”) did well in their various sections.
The quality of the stock appeared excellent. Great to see so many
members contributing to the industry.
Special mention to “Kelseldale” and “Mt Challicum” who did well in
the restricted and unhoused sections, with “Kelseldale” subsequently
taking out Grand Champion Superfine Ewe at Hamilton Sheepvention.
I think we all enjoyed the wool market appreciating slightly in the latter
part of the year. However the prices for fine wool still remain at a level
which is very difficult. This continues to be an issue for the Association
but more importantly for us in our individual businesses as we must all
deal with the reality of our farming situation and hence the numbers
of superfine sheep continue to drop. Looking forward to the market
continuing its movement up for the finer microns and for good rains
across the Region in the winter and spring period.
Congratulations to the Executive and the Tasmania Region on the
recent seminar at Launceston. Content, format and the entire few days
went very well. The farm visits were an outstanding addition to the
agenda, being the highlight for many participants.
Thank you to Simon Cameron for his excellent stewardship of the
Association.

We had several members entering wool in the Australian Sheep
and Wool Show at Bendigo, with the Region doing very well.

Geoff Phillips
President, Ararat/Barunah Region

Albury/Wodonga Regional Report 2015/16
The last twelve months have seen extremes in every aspect of the
weather. A fairly good winter last year, with enough rainfall for run-off
to occur, and fill dams across the region. By the end of September the
rain stopped, making fodder scarce. The only fodder available being
failed crops. Some rain in November helped to fill later-finishing crops.
Stock turnoff was fairly high in the spring to early summer period.
Some forced sale of sheep occurred during the late summer
period dependent on feed availability. Autumn rains were fairly
late, not coming until early May. Autumn lambing ewes required
some heavy feeding to maintain condition, and let grass grow for
the winter months, when it’s not so easy to feed sheep, particularly
during the above average rainfall conditions, that we have had
during June.
Flock size has remained fairly static, although there has been a shift
to broader, bigger sheep by a couple of our bigger growers, and they
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won’t return to traditional
superfine growing.
Ian Humphry entered the
Regional-winning fleece
in the ASWGA Fleece
Competition.
Regional members are
very concerned about the
superfine wool prices,
particularly those that don’t
have any diversification into
other industries.
Ian Humphry
Albury/Wodonga Chair
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Ian Humphry sporting his Australian
Superfine Merino beanie by “Cleckheaton”
given to him by Brenda McGahan CEO of
Australian Country Spinners Wangaratta.

Hamilton Regional Report 2015/16
Seasonal conditions in the Hamilton district in the past
12 months have been extremely trying for local wool producers.
A late break in May 2015 led to little feed in paddocks going
into winter. By spring things were looking promising until a
significant heatwave in early October set pastures back coupled
with below average rainfall not allowing them to reach their
potential and leading to little dry standing feed for summer.
Supplementary feeding of hay and grain was again a routine
task in late summer into autumn. Timely autumn rains arrived
in late April when the ground was still warm allowing a good
germination of grasses. Above average rainfall in May and
warmer temperatures in June have put pastures in a good
position going into winter. Many farm dams did not receive any
runoff last winter and during summer these ran dry. For some,
carting water for stock was a regular occurrence.

of peak years and costs have doubled”. Hamilton sale yards
tells the story – a high proportion of ewes being sold are
Merinos. Farmers are ditching them in place of more profitable
enterprises. Unfortunately this is having an effect on our branch
numbers, now only 8 families, down from 18 in 2013, heading for
a disastrous level.

Impacts of the dry season showed in wool quality and weight,
both down on previous years. Growers selling wool into the
auctions received average prices compared to years past, apart
from oddments and cardings at historically high levels. There is
a need for buyers in the market to pay more for well-prepared
fine crimp superfine wools, although there has been a positive
direction in prices for most Hamilton region members in the
way of New England Wool’s ‘Bring Back the Premium’ contracts,
putting a premium on superfine wool and to more of an extent
a premium to growers that are fortunate enough to be part
of the VBC Wool Excellence Club. The Region’s members also
strongly support New England Wool’s SustainaWOOL Integrity
Scheme.

Mulesing is a subject no one likes to mention, however
continues to haunt us. Apart from one Hamilton member
non-mulesed, all others mules with pain relief administered.
Growers recognise the stigma mulesing carries, but as one
grower put it “I have very bad memories of sheep losses and
the high financial cost of fly strike in years prior to mulesing, I
would have nightmares about flies if we stopped mulesing’.
Premiums for non-mulesed wool need to be $’s above set
prices not cents above as is the case now to encourage
ceasing to mules and help cover the extra cost involved.
Obviously an industry-based solution is required.

However one superfine grower’s lament was that he was
“running the same number of merinos on the same amount
of land as years ago to bring in a wool cheque only half that

The meticulous standard of preparation employed by the
region’s superfine growers has become a talking point. The
extra shed hand employed to enable the achievement of
exceptionally prepared wool costs more than $250 per day
when you add entitlements and food to their day’s wages.
Growers are questioning the wisdom of continuing the high
standards in light of prices being paid for high curvature
superfine/ultrafine wool.

The Hamilton Branch ran a successful display of Superfine
Wool and Cleckheaton Superfine knitting yarn at the Hamilton
Sheepvention. Later, thanks to the Port Fairy Post Office, the
display was exhibited in the front window for the benefit of
residents and the thousands of tourist who visit the town.
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Noted achievements in the Hamilton Region in the past
12 months:
•

•

David and Susan Rowbotttom of Rowensville were again
successful in the Zegna fleece competition, taking out the
1st & 3rd placings in the Vellus Aureum Trophy.
Trevor and Kathy Mibus of Glenara were successful in this
year’s ASWGA fleece competition placed first in the Class
90’s and finer and first in the Hamilton Region.

•

Glenara was also successful with their show team at both
Bendigo Sheep Show and Sheepvention taking home a
number of superfine classes.

The Region’s growers continue with long term environmental
sustainability in mind and look forward to a promise of a good
season and better things to come.
David Rowbottom/Matthew Linke
Hamilton ASWGA Branch

Goulburn/Yass Regional Annual Report 2016
Currently we are experiencing an extremely wet winter over
the vast area of our region, maybe the wettest for an extremely
long time, which also brought snow falls to areas of the Central
Tablelands and Monaro.

We had a very good representation from our region at the Annual
ASWGA Dinner and Seminar at Launceston in Tasmania. This was
enjoyed by all. This is where one really sees the ageing population
of our farmers. Congratulations to the organisers.

This extreme weather follows a very dry summer which had all
farmers very worried about winter fodder, but with rains coming
in the middle of April things have improved considerably although
the very cold conditions have stopped any grass growth. All
farmers have spent a lot of money on stock feed this year which is
good for those who sell grain and hay, but quite costly for growers
who are not able to grow their own. Spring cannot come quickly
enough for the Goulburn/Yass and Monaro areas.

Paul Vallely has worked well above the
expectations of all with his effort in the
Future For Traditional Superfine Wool
Project.

Early shearings vary but in most areas staple strength seems very
strong, although yields may be down a touch on the richer country
due to a dusty summer. VM should be very low.
Our region has been quite active this year considering the wool
market for superfine and ultrafine wools.
Premium prices are very hard for growers of our region to obtain
with the seasons we experience, and I also believe these prices
are still not enough to keep traditional wool growers in the
industry. Members are still decreasing as we get older and young
farmers are continuing to chase profits rather than passion.
It is widely known that the average age of a livestock farmer is 63,
but one feels that superfine growers are older.

Paul’s hard work has brought to light the
fact the Superfine Wool Industry is on its
last legs.
Paul and his lovely wife Lorna have
decided enough is enough and are now
in a phase out stage. They plan to move
to Ireland in a few years. They will be
missed by their local community and the
Superfine Wool Industry.
Our industry needs to thank Helen
Cathles for her continually hard work for
the ASWGA in a number of projects.

Barry Walker OAM,
GY Secretary Lyndall
Eeg, John & Robyn
Ive, Helen Cathles and
Regional Chairman
Danny Picker.

Thank you to Lyndall Eeg who has taken
on Secretary/Treasurer again for our
Region. A big thank you to Kevin Rattigan who has left the Superfine
Industry for greener pastures. Kevin was a long time committee
member and also Secretary/Treasurer of our region for many years.
Danny Picker - Goulburn/Yass Charman

Mudgee Regional Report 2015/16
Seasonal conditions
Reflecting on the past 12 months seasonal conditions paints an
interesting picture to say the least for the Mudgee region and
probably the majority of the South Eastern region of Australia. The
variability of rainfall is impacting on many growers’ businesses
and making it difficult to maintain adequate feed to meet nutrition
demands of their sheep over the wool growing season.
The Mudgee region received good winter rain in 2015 (well above
average in July) however the spring (Aug – Oct) rainfall was well
below average followed by an extremely long hot summer which
reduced ground cover considerably. Rain in May and well above
average rain in June this year has certainly turned things around
quickly, but it will be spring before we see the true benefit of this
rain. The biggest trap for many growers is that the annual average
rainfall is still reflecting the long term average due to big monthly
rainfall events followed by periods of extended below average
rainfall, this is making managing feed very difficult.
Wool prices still remain relatively low with the occasional spike
lifting spirits. If you are lucky enough to sell during a spike then
returns are reasonable but not enough to be sustainable for the
long term. Diversification away from superfine Merinos is still
occurring, many growers are starting to join some of their flock
to terminals to chase some short term financial gains, a trend for

growers electing to exit superfine Merinos and go into a more dual
purpose Merino is fast becoming the norm.

Fleece awards
Congratulations to Ed and Jill Hundy, (“Pyramul”, Mudgee) for
winning first prize in the 2016 Ermenegildo Zegna Wool awards
and additional congratulations goes to Andrew and Penny Hundy,
who achieved 3rd place. It’s a great achievement and a testament
to their dedication to the superfine wool industry. Congratulations
to Paul Jones and Kim Price, (“Lyneside”, Bathurst) who were the
Mudgee region winners for the ASWGA fleece competition.

General
The threat of wild dogs is continuing to be a big issue for the
region and it is impacting on the profitability of many sheep
enterprises. The spread of wild dogs is growing rapidly and
is posing a massive threat to the sheep industry as a whole.
Growers experiencing wild dogs are looking for ways around the
problem but it comes at a cost which is often difficult to swallow
with low returns for their wool income. Cattle are certainly taking
some interest as the dogs have less impact on their operation
and with the recent returns that can be made from cattle many
growers are looking to take advantage of this and reducing their
sheep numbers.
Richard Keniry - Mudgee
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Members at the New England AGM

New England Regional Report 2015/16
Climate
While the region emerged well from Winter 2015, and trickles of
rainfall through to the end of January kept things going, February
through to the end of May became one of the hottest and driest
periods on record, giving rise to severe water shortages and no
moisture for feed growth. While significant rains came in early
June, filling dams, springs and water courses, and replenishing
underground water, it was too late for winter feed growth.

Impact on Production
The lack of feed has caused many producers to lighten their
stock numbers to preserve the available feed. Hand feeding
commenced in the autumn and will continue into the spring to
bring productive stock through the end of their pregnancies – a
costly exercise. The lack of available feed puts pressure on the
overall management of the farm, and hand feeding is a high cost
burden when producing wool.

Dry Season Produces a Good Clip
While the season has tested growers, the drier conditions during the
first half of the year have produced some stunning wool clips – low
VM, and brilliantly white with excellent tensile strength. Hopefully the
market will reward growers, who are now hand feeding to bring
those woolly producers through a harsh and cold winter.

Regional Activities
The 71st Annual Armidale Merino Ram Show and Sale was held
on Feb 2 & 3, 2016. The field day program provides buyers with
the opportunity to view On-Property Ewe and Ram Sale offerings
throughout the region. Both events were well supported with
buyers attending from other States to buy and improve their
genetics. In total, 27 Studs offered rams at the housed sale, with
some very pleasing sale results. Bolder crimping, large framed
Merinos were in demand, with Merryville achieving the top priced
ram for a bolder crimping 17.3 micron son of Brilliant Monarch
Super 9th. Traditional type superfine rams were not well supported
and it will be difficult to continue to find good quality genetics for
this type of wool on a large framed body.
Congratulations to Westvale Stud on their Sydney Royal results
and success at the Armidale Ram Sale and on-property ram sale.
Westvale continues to shine as a reliable source of superfine
genetics. Westvale achieved outstanding results at the Sydney
Royal Easter Show, with the Champion August Shorn Ultrafine
Ram, Reserve Champion Ultrafine Ram, Reserve Grand Champion

Ultrafine Ram, Reserve Champion March Shorn Ultrafine Ram, and
3rd in the pairs (against all qualities). The Reserve Grand Champion
Ultrafine Ram was a March-shorn six tooth ram carrying a
17.4 micron fleece, with a 2.6 micron SD, 14.9% CV and 99.8% CF.
Westvale achieved a top price of $4,000 at the Armidale Ram Sale,
with a top price of $7750 at the On-Property Ram Sale (purchased
by Wilson’s Creek), second top $4,000 and an average sale price
of $1,228 with an 80% clearance rate.

Obituary
It is with great sadness that we farewelled
Tony Carlon. The Carlon family have been
breeding fine and superfine Merinos for
over 140 years. Andrew Carlon came to the
New England around 1854, and worked
as a shepherd, where he gradually
purchased small blocks of land. The
Queenlee Stud has been carried on in
partnership with Philip and Jenni Carlon
and their family, and the acreage has
more than tripled in size since Tony Carlon
took over from his father. The family won
the Ultimate Clip Competition in 2002,
winning the coveted trip to Italy in 2003.
Tony is deeply missed by Barbara, his
family, and especially his grandchildren.

New England AGM

Tony Carlon

The AGM was attended by the stalwart
supporters of ASWGA – Leo and Judy Blanch, Tony and Janet Gall,
Peter and Rosemary McNeill, Mark Waters, Max Endacott, Harold
Manttan and Charles Coventry. Thank you to these members for
turning out in the wintry weather. Simon Cameron presented a
very professional slide presentation covering the ASWGA Future of
Superfine Wool Project, events over the last 12 months, production
statistics of superfine wool by curvature, and the direction of
animal welfare.
Despite invitations to non-member and ASWGA member
traditional super-fine growers in the region, it is difficult to gain
attendance at the ASWGA New England AGM. So different to a
decade ago when the President’s visit filled a room of 50 or more.
It is suggested that the regional AGM be run in conjunction with a
field day, or other interest area to service the needs of members
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and non-members in the region – thereby encouraging a younger
and more active participation in ASWGA. However, without some
‘good news’ it is difficult to attract membership.

Zegna Competition
The generous incentive provided to ASWGA from the Zegna
organisation was acknowledged, and congratulations offered to
the winners of the Unprotected and Vellus Aureum prizes. Special
congratulations to David and Susan Rowbottom for first and third
places in the VA Section, and to Allan and Carol Phillips for second
place in the Unprotected Section.

ASWGA Annual Conference
Those who attended the April conference in Launceston, were
delighted with the event. Very sincere thanks to the Tasmanian
organising committee, but especially the Taylor and O’Connor
families. The presentations from international visitors, Peter
Ackroyd and Lesley Prior, and especially the personal address
from HRH the Prince of Wales were so interesting. The on-farm
visits were also very informative – and the reminders regarding
sustainability, sheep welfare and environmental management reflect that our product competes on a world stage – and other
countries will try to out-compete us on these fronts. As producers,
we must team together to ‘be the best that we can be’. Animal
welfare is now a competitive issue for Australian producers –
evidenced by the New Zealand stance and has happened already
in the UK and Europe.

Conclusion
Unless the production of traditional type superfine wool becomes
economic as an enterprise in its own right, there is no doubt that
its production will cease, as it becomes crowded out by more
profitable enterprises.

Judy Blanch, Cathy Hayne & Rosie McNeill at the New England AGM
raises a significant challenge for the sustainability of this elite
segment of the Australian clip.
There is already a scarcity of genetics to support this type of wool,
particularly for New England region studs, who must be vibrant in
their own region, to maintain their OJD status.
To equate with a crossbred ewe, with high fertility rates, a
superfine Merino traditional type ewe producing 4 kg of traditional
fleece (pre-skirting) must achieve a price point of $30-$40 per kilo,
to compete with other competitive enterprises.
Unless this price point can be achieved for growers of this type
of fleece, enterprises will continue to diverge away to other more
profitable activities – if that option is supported by their farmland.

There are very few producers of traditional superfine type wool
in the NE Region who have maintained the type. Over the next
decade, future generations will vote for the economics and this

Cathy Hayne
Chair
ASWGA – New England Region

Tasmanian Regional Report 2015/16
The past year has been very dry, except for significant rainfalls
in February and May – June. Added to this, a frosty early start
to winter 2015 has meant stock feed supply has been restrictive
throughout the year. Although extensive uncontrolled fires burnt
throughout the state during January, these were predominately
in the higher rainfall, forested areas (central and west), where
the impact on woolgrowing areas would not have been great.
The Autunm broke early May with several big flood events since.
Consequently it is no surprise that state wool production
declined 17%. Specifically, 19μm fell 37%, 18μm fell 29%, 17μm
12%, but 16 and finer micron wool increased 10%.
Quality of the clip was generally down, however it is pleasing
to see that some members were still able to produce 1PP
bales, submit good numbers of fleeces in the Zegna and
ASWGA Fleece competitions and achieve satisfying results.
Congratulations to Des Manning & Family, “Miena” on winning
the 2015 Vitale Barberis Canonico Wool Excellence Award.
Our main activity for the year has been the ASWGA Annual
Conference. Spanning multiple days and sites, it evolved into a
major undertaking. The effort was rewarded by the satisfying
attendance.
As usual the Campbell Town Show was held in early June, and
just like last year, sheep entries were low but the fleece sections
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L/R: Ian Thirkell-Johnston, Tasmanian Chairman, Simon Cameron, ASWGA
President, Past Presidents John Taylor and Frank O’Connor with Michael
Moore, Eric Hutchinson and Vera Taylor (front) at the Tasmanian AGM
remained well supported. There were no Ultrafine sheep and only
one exhibitor in the Superfine section. I believe some mainland
exhibitors were dissuaded or prevented from attending due to
shipping difficulties.
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Ian Thirkell-Johnston

Pictured: John Taylor, Rob O’Connor, Frank O’ Connor, Roland Ritson & Daryl Croake visiting “Benham” as part of the ASWGA Conference in Tasmania in

Western Australian Regional Report 2015/16
Almost without exception, all agriculture regions in WA are having
one of the best starts for years. There are some patches in our
Shire of Kojonup that have become too wet, and cropping has
been abandoned. In other situations farmers are having to reseed
water-logged paddocks.
The big seeding rigs and spray rigs have had trouble staying
afloat this year. However the early start has meant record areas
have gone to crop and the yield potential is record-breaking.
Some predictions have the previous 16 million tonnes being
jumped by up to another 4 million tonnes.
Naturally the livestock is relishing the abundant green feed and
lamb losses are very low due to the shelter provided by lush grass.
Looking back over the year there have been some notable
achievements by some of our members. Jim and Faye Pepper
exhibited our region’s winning fleece in the ASWGA’s Competition.
Jim has a relatively small flock that he manages very well. He
does his own classing of his flock and prepares his woolclip for
sale. So, well done Jim and Faye who are as I write setting off
on a tour across the Nullarbor to visit some superfine studs and
drop in at one of the Regional meetings in Western Victoria before
heading to Bendigo for the Sheep Show.

Roland and Anne Ritson attended the Annual Conference in
Launceston staying on for the post conference tour which they
reported was a great success. It was a shame more of our
group could not make it over for the Conference. At the time
many of us were experiencing the worst summer in our farming
careers and the previous harvest was very disappointing for
many as well.
Heather and I will also be heading to Bendigo to exhibit one of
our young rams. Sadly this will be our last opportunity to do so
as we have made the difficult decision to disperse our stud at
the end of this year. We will finish our career on a bit of a high
after winning the Supreme Fleece at Woolarama for the third
year in row. At the Perth Royal Show we also exhibited the Grand
Champion Merino Ram (14.8 micron) and the Reserve Grand
Champion Fleece of the show.
As an aside, as a result of an accident three years ago I have
designed a number of sheep handling devices to take the heavy
lifting out of routine farm chores. These include a sheep lifting
device that will effortlessly lift a sheep, rams included, onto a
farm ute. I hope to be able to be able to make more details
available to WA members and then to the other states.
Russell Meaton
Western Australian Chairman

ASWGA Gate Signs
– Contact your
regional
representative
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South Australia Regional Report 2015/16
It’s been an interesting 12 months in South Australia. Last winter
finished very early unfortunately. As we are getting used to,
the spring rains just did not come. Luckily a warmish May/June
ensured good growth and a decent hay cut for us, over double
compared to 2014. The 2015 wool cuts were good and the sheep
finished off nicely off shears, solid prices definitely helped.
No spring did make for a long summer, the feed ran out much
earlier than we like, hence the extra hay was started much earlier
than usual and not much of it left now. Summer was hotter than
usual as well which did give hope for a good winter.
South Australia like a lot of States experienced horrendous bushfires
with the Pinery fire the one of note. So hard to fathom just how much
was burnt so quickly without any hope of slowing it down. Devastating
the number of houses and animals destroyed by this fire.
Once again a couple of early rains in February germinated seeds,
and then nothing for quite some time, and next time around of
course the dreaded weeds took control so spraying has been very
high on our agendas.
The break came at Easter and has been good ever since. May
we had 5 inches and June 4 inches of rain at Mt Pleasant and
things look quite good, the water has started to run and put water
in dams, something which did not happen last year at all. Many
people had to buy in water very early in the piece. It has also been
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quite mild weather wise so growth has been excellent and frosts
have been few and far between.
Not all the State has enjoyed the rains, as per usual its been
selective. The Mallee region was struggling early on and getting
crops in was a task, where as in the Mid North the crops were
sown in good time.
Lambing has also been ok without being great. The summer
mating period not ideal with lack of feed and many people finding
Merino percentages down. Ours are down a little. My few Suffolk
rams however improved dramatically on the previous year.
We are enjoying great prices for meat. Cattle have been very good
for a while now and sheep and lambs selling very well at present.
Great to see the wool selling season close at a good level also, rare
that all are good together. It gives hope for the immediate future.
The woolclips that I class in SA have been really good, cuts up and
tensile strength excellent. The northern clip very heavy with VM but
for them that means a good season.
All we really want is for a decent spring to fill the dams and finish off
the hay and crops and maybe for once might be happy with a season.
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Nick Seager
“Thorpe Park” South Australia

Owen Stanley Rohleder - Obituary
Obituary Owen Stanley Rohleder died 19th June 2016 aged 91 years.
Owen was a well known and respected superfine woolclasser on
the mainland and Tasmania.
In Tasmania he classed many superfine clips including “Benham”,
“Mt. Morriston”, “Verwood”, “Kenilworth”, “Chain of Lagoons” and
“Winton”.
Douglas Wigan, a past Manager at “Mt Morriston”, recalls Owen
classed there for many years.
“He was a very competent classer... outstanding manger in the
shed and took great pride in his job which he was so good at...
worked long hours often till 7 pm... he set himself a very high
standard and was strict with the roustabouts.. they were ‘out’ if they
didn’t put in a top effort according to his standards.. but he was
always fair.”
John Taylor at Winton recalls Owen stating “A good woolclasser had
to be able to operate efficiently under pressure”. Owen told John “I
have never had a day off sick in my life”. He proved the point when
he continued to work at “Winton” while on crutches with a broken
leg. John recalls “Owen’s skilled eye and hands which enabled him
to assess the unique softness and fineness of superfine wool”.
“Owen knew that finer crimping wools didn’t necessarily always test
ultrafine before micron testing became widespread.”
Owen’s knowledge and expertise was well respected and he
prepared many fleeces for the various fleece competitions and

Owen at Benham about 1980
the Tasmanian Zegna Competition in particular, where there were
many successes.
Owen classed the “Benham” clip from 1959 until 1987 and had lived
on “Benham” from 1967 to 1987. Frank O’Connor said Owen often
tested his ability to assess micron visually and by hand before micron
testing became standard. He achieved many seasonal records as
well as an occasional world record while classing in Tasmania.
Owen was a known ringside boxer and also kept fit playing
competitive tennis well into his 80s.
In retirement Owen lived on a small farm on the Weat Tamar
in Tasmania before moving to Coff’s Harbour to live with his
daughter Susan.
Vera Taylor

Model Lachlan Campbell and Kevin Sheedy - Photographer: Jill Frawley

Sheepvention
Sheepvention is held on the 1st Monday & Tuesday of August each
year in Hamilton, in the Western District of Victoria. Once known
as the ‘wool capital of the world’, the region remains synonymous
with sheep production with many superfine Merino studs located
across the area.
The 38th Sheepvention was held on the 1st and 2nd August 2016,
with one of the key highlights and competitions being the

Australasian Young Designer Wool Awards, with the top prize,
a 2 week summer school in fashion at the prestigious Istituto
Marangoni in Milan, sponsored by the Handbury family.
The Australasian Young Designer Wool Awards were introduced to
Sheepvention in 1991 with the competition aimed at encouraging
young designers and artists to create garments using wool (with
a minimum 80% wool requirement). Entries for these prestigious
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awards were submitted from fashion schools across Southern
Australia including TAFE SA, Flinders University, RMIT, Kangan
Institute, Gordon Institute, Academy of Design, Genazzano College
and Ballarat College.
The Australasian Young Designer Awards saw a total of 54 entries
in 2016 with the winning design created by Toby Andrews of TAFE
SA. Toby’s creation (entered under Streetwear/sportswear) was a
double-boiled woollen overcoat with hand-made wooden toggles,
wool denim jeans and a Merino wool t-shirt.
Hailing from Adelaide, but with a family history of wool buying
(Toby’s grandfather was a wool buyer), Toby has become a

wool convert and is excited to continue working with woollen
fabrics.
The Australasian Young Designer Wool Awards were announced
at a gala cocktail event on Sunday 31st July with the parade
showcasing an incredible array of garments in the categories
of corporate wear; fantasy/theatrical; evening wear/formal;
streetwear/sportswear and race wear.
Jarrod Thackeray was awarded first place for corporate wear;
Chontal Hickey was awarded first place for fantasty/theatrical;
Katrina Ward was awarded first place for evening wear/formal;
Toby Andrews was awarded first place for streetwear/sportswear
and Jorja Hooper was awarded first place for race wear.
The judges for 2016 were Louisa de Kievit (from Country Road)
and Amanda Cumming (co-creator of PAGEANT), with both
judges growing up in the Greater Hamilton region and having
forged their own careers in fashion across the world. The
judges were impressed with “the overall construction and fit
and innovative use of wool
denim within the design”
judge Amanda Cumming said
with it being fantastic “to see
such diversity in the way each
entrant approached the theme
of wool”.
Organisers of Sheepvention and
the Australasian Young Designer
Wool Awards were thrilled with
how awards were supported
this year and encourage not only
students, but teachers at the
fashion schools to consider wool
as a fibre of choice.

Model, Lachlan Campbell

Toby Andrews, TAFE SA, model
Lachlan Campbell - Photographer:
Samantha Kaspers

Catwalk – photos by Jill Frawley
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Sheepvention will be held on
the 7th and 8th August 2017
and further information can be
found at
www.hamiltonshowgrounds.
com.au.
Paige Cross, Cross Country
Management, Hamilton

An Overview of the Australian Sheep and Wool Show
As an active and keen participant in the Australian Sheep and
Wool Show, I believe it benefits attendees by offering a platform for
benchmarking, networking and fellowship to take place.
Through exhibiting both sheep and wool, a valuable insight
can be gained into how your animals match up against
your contemporaries. Similarly, you are able to assess how
incorporating new sires or semen into your operation might
improve your ranking in the future.
At the Sheep and Wool Show, you have access to the latest
information from not only organisations such as Australian Wool
Innovation but a myriad of associated organisations, brokers,
agents and trade exhibitors. As a wool grower, gauging the
latest trade trends amongst wool buyers allows us to fine tune
our business to accommodate any changes and we can view the
latest innovations in sheep handling and management equipment
on the show site also.

Together, all of these factors can improve and drive
your business to a new level and are certainly worth
consideration. Possibly the most important consequence of
attending the show, however, is the fellowship gained by
mixing with like-minded people. You renew old friendships
and develop new ones with the trials and tribulations
you face the same as those faced by many of your peers.
As a valuable source of networking, the show fosters
and contributes to some lifelong business and social
relationships.
Overall, I believe the Australian Sheep and Wool Show in Bendigo
is an integral event for the benefit of all sheep and wool growers
not only in Victoria but Australia-wide.
Compiled By John Barty,
Beverley Merino Stud,
Victoria

Tony Gee - Obituary
Tony Gee passed away suddenly at home on May 5th 2016. Tony is
survived by his wife Joan and children Kate, Jen and Richard and
grandchildren Anna, Taylor, Lachie, Harrison, Hamish, Clementine,
Broc, Kiera, his brother Bob and sister in-law Angie
Tony was born to parents Alec and Phil Gee on the East Coast
of Tasmania on 26/12/1938. In 1945 Alec and Phil purchased
“Royslea” and moved to Royal George with sons Tony and Bob
where they established a very successful superfine wool flock
which continues to this day.
Tony’s schooling began at Landaff, Royal George and as a boarder
at Hagley Farm School before finishing his education at Launceston
Church Grammar School.
After leaving school he ventured to Tamworth to work on Goonoo
Goonoo Station and then to the Northern Territory to work at Avon
Downs.
Soon after returning home Tony purchased “Snowhill” and married
Joan O’Connor from the neighbouring property “Benham” on April
27 1966 at Avoca. Tony lived the rest of his life at “Snowhill” with his
wife Joan. Tony and Joan celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
with family and friends only a few days before his passing.
The Gee family have been ASWGA members since the inception
of the organisation in 1971. During that period “Snowhill” has
produced some of the best and finest wool in Tasmania. Tony has
served for many years as a Tasmanian Fine Merino Breeders’
Association committee member and Tony and Joan have been
regular participants in ASWGA events achieving a second place
in the unprotected section of the Zegna fleece competition in
2011 with a “Snowhill” fleece. They recently enjoyed the ASWGA
conference held in Tasmania, a wonderful opportunity to catch up
with friends.
In 1995 Tony purchased “Kooringa” in a high rainfall area just west of
St Mary’s in the Fingal valley where his son Richard now lives with his
wife Sharon and children Lachie, Harrison, Hamish and Clementine.
Apart from superfine wool, Tony had many other interests. He was
a regular participant in local community activities and politics. He
was a Lifelong member of the fire brigade serving as local fire chief
and area group officer for the Golden Gate group of brigades for

Tony Gee of “Snowhill”, Tasmania
many years as well as serving time on the State Fire Management
Council.
Tony was an accomplished water skier and equestrian. He
represented Tasmania as a member on the national board
of the Australian Stockhorse Society for many years. Above
all else, Tony will be remembered as a great family man who
loved nature, the farm, the bush and enjoyed the company of
others.
Frank O’Connor
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CRC for sheep industry innovation
Predict sheep welfare through new data drive
The Cooperative Research Centre for Sheep Industry Innovation
is close to delivering a landmark new tool to producers which
can predict the needs of different sheep through a sophisticated
analysis of genetic, pasture, and weather data.
Managing cold snaps, dry spells and worm outbreaks will
become easier for superfine wool growers with a new app under
development that taps into the data science used in Australia’s
national security systems.

The Cooperative Research Centre for Sheep Industry Innovation
(Sheep CRC) and the Data to Decisions Cooperative Research
Centre (D2D CRC) are working together to develop new databased products to achieve improved sheep wellbeing and
productivity.
Sheep CRC chief executive James Rowe said the first major project
under this collaboration was the development of a web-based
app, due to be completed by early 2017, which will support better
management of sheep wellbeing through the use of predictive
data analysis.

Sheep CRC CEO James Rowe; D2D CRC CEO Sanjay Mazumdar; D2D CRC Research Director, Brenton Cooper; D2D CRC Senior Data Scientist, Troy Wuttke and
D2D CRC Machine Learning Specialist, Jason Signolet.

“This app will facilitate pro-active management decisions that
target sub-clinical problems, reduce on-farm sheep mortality and
the selection of more productive animals,” Professor Rowe said.
The new wellbeing app will incorporate genetic data, along with
climate data, satellite images and bio-physical models to predict
feed availability and risks from parasites, flies and extreme
weather events.
“The app will allow sheep producers to anticipate risks that might
compromise the wellbeing of their sheep flocks using climatic
data produced by the Bureau of Meteorology in combination with
a number of bio-physical models and a range of data science
technologies based around machine learning,” Professor Rowe
said.
“The second aspect deals with livestock data such as liveweight,
condition score and pregnancy scanning. It also includes
information about the genetic background of a flock.
“The third component is the assessment of risk as a combination of
livestock resilience and environmental factors.”
Prof. Rowe said the novel feature of the data platform for the
livestock sector was the ability to automatically update predictions
of environmental risks and animal resilience/susceptibility in
real-time, without needing labour-intensive inputs from sheep
producers.
“The platform utilises an automatic feed of climate data from the
Bureau of Meteorology and updates models of soil moisture, feed
budgets, parasite risks and extreme weather on a daily basis for
individual properties,” he said.
“This novel approach is only possible through a number of new
developments in the rapidly changing data technology landscape
- faster computing, cheaper data storage, cloud-based data
technologies and increasingly powerful machine-learning algorithms.
“Getting the most out of these new technologies requires highly
specialised skills and an ambitious project of this nature would be
impossible without the high-level data science experience of the
D2D CRC.”
D2D CRC chief executive Sanjay Mazumdar said it was the first
time the D2D CRC had collaborated with the agriculture sector.
“The D2D CRC’s main focus has been on defence and national
security, however we can take our research and data skills
and apply them to other sectors of the Australian economy.
Our work is very applicable to any data-intensive industry,”
Dr Mazumdar said.
The collaborative project follows on from the successful 2015 launch
of the Sheep CRC’s web-based app, RamSelect.com.au, which
enables sheep breeders to quickly and easily harness the power of
ASBVs to identify rams suited to their individual breeding objectives.
“These web-based apps are being designed to make it very easy
for sheep producers to make good management decisions based
on a large amount of complex data via a simple interface on their
phone, computer or tablet,” Prof. Rowe said.

Flock DNA profiling features in RamSelect Plus
Commercial superfine breeders could soon have access to
a new DNA test to provide a genomic profile of the average
animal in their flock, potentially changing the way they select
their genetics.
The ‘Commercial Flock Profiler’ has been tested on a small number
of properties by the Sheep CRC, with a larger pilot project to be
launched later in 2016 ahead of commercial release in 2017.
“Early indications are
really encouraging
that this could be
a powerful tool for
wool growers in
understanding the
genetic make-up
of their flock and
assisting them
in making more
informed and
targeted decisions
when buying rams,”
Prof. Rowe said.
“By using the Flock
Profiler DNA test on
about 20 ewes, we
can now calculate
Last year the two top-priced rams from Martin
a ‘flock average’ by
Oppenheimer’s Petali Stud went to buyers who used
identifying genetic
RamSelect to guide their purchasing decision
linkages to animals
with full genomic
profiles on the Sheep Genetics MERINOSELECT database.
“And by better understanding the genetic make-up of their flocks,
commercial breeders will be better able to buy rams which help
them attain their specific breeding objectives.”
Prof. Rowe said that the Flock Profile results can be automatically
loaded into the ram buyer’s user account in the new and
enhanced RamSelect Plus app, so that they can be accessed when
selecting rams to provide the complementary genetic traits they
are looking for.
RamSelect Plus, which was launched at LambEx in August,
has a number of new features, including more advanced
benchmarking features that show users how their rams
compare to the rest of the industry; enhanced search filters to
allow more targeted searches of the genetic market place; and
improved record keeping features to allow users to track the
performance of their ram teams over time.
•

More information on DNA testing is available from
www.sheepcrc.org.au

“As a result the focus has shifted from dealing with the cost and
difficulty in collecting data, to the problem of how to analyse and
interpret large amounts of data, and the opportunity to make the
information available in a meaningful way for end users via apps.
“That said, we are continuing to work with farm software companies
to link in with the data gathering technology on farm, based on
electronic identification linked to measurement systems, which can
feed in new information to these big data tools, and allow producers
to individualise the analysis they receive for their business.”
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Australian Wool Exchange
An Industry in Progress
AWEX has an ongoing commitment to work with industry in the
development of systems and services that benefit stakeholders
now and in the future. The adoption of current and emerging
technologies will continue to play an important role in the future of
the wool industry.
In the coming years, technology will deliver greater efficiencies, more
information and be the conduit to enhance communication and
extension throughout the wool pipeline. It is something to embrace.

e-Bale
AWEX has funded research and development on the use of
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) tags on wool bales since the
late 1990s. Even then it was felt that the concept of being able to
identify and track individual bales from farm through to processor
could deliver potential benefits to the wool pipeline.
The electronic identification of wool bales (e-Bale) is a complex
project that starts with identifying an appropriate technology for
tracing wool bales through the difficult, industrial wool pipeline.
The RFID tag solution must be robust and meet operational criteria,
such as:
• Being capable of being read on farm, in the shearing shed,
• Being able to survive the wool press and transportation,
• Being durable for use in a warehouse that involves multiple
handling processes including multiple fork lift movements and
core/grab sampling,
• Being able to survive the wool dump and containerisation.
(Over AWEX’s nearly 20 year involvement with RFID technology,
the dump has been the single biggest point of technology
failure), and
• Being affordable. At all stages through this project AWEX
has been mindful that any industry solution that meets the
operational requirements must be affordable.
The first phase of the e-Bale project identified an RFID tag and
associated technology that AWEX is confident can meet all of the
above criteria. Indeed, it has now been successfully demonstrated
from the shearing shed, in transit, in a warehouse, being dumped,
shipped and at overseas processing mills.
Over the last two years AWEX has been fortunate to have the
support of industry participants as we have investigated the
technology and how this might develop. We are very appreciative of
the input we have had from the wool growing community who have
been willing participants in the trialling of the RFID in wool packs. We
also recognise the significant contributions, both in financial and inkind terms, particularly from AWH Ltd but also from Moses and Son
P/L and Elders Rural Services, as well as New England Wool P/L and
Modiano Australia P/L and their affiliated European processing mills.

Flock Average Micron 14.2

VR2403954

Non-mulesed for 36 years
Contact David & Susan Rowbottom, 185 Barkers Rd, St Helens, Vic.
Ph: (03) 5568 4253, Mob 0429 920 120 Email: rowensville@skymesh.com.au

This is the background to e-Bale, and now the next phase of the
project begins.
In recent months, wool growers and wool brokers have assisted
AWEX with trialling RFID tagged bales and recording wool
information in the shearing shed using the tags in combination
with ‘WoolClip’, AWEX’s wool classer software program.
The ability to record and forward accurate information from the
farm to the wool selling agent can provide potential efficiencies,
with reduced waiting times, less handling and reduced errors in
documentation.
e-Bale is more than just an RFID tag in a wool pack. Potentially
e-Bale offers any stakeholder in the wool pipeline the potential of
tracking their wool through the supply chain: from farm through to
the end user.
The next steps:
• AWEX will conduct demonstration trials into China and make
presentations to the Nanjing Wool Market Conference to
ensure the largest buyer of Australian wool is cognisant of the
potential benefits of the technology.
• AWEX will establish model wool stores where the technology
will be demonstrated to industry,
• AWEX will continue to develop ‘WoolClip’ to enhance its
capabilities and make it more user friendly on farm and in
warehouses, and
• AWEX will commence an awareness and extension campaign
to ensure that all stakeholders including wool growers,

brokers, exporters and processors are fully aware of the project
and have the opportunity to observe the technology in action
and have all of their questions answered. e-Bale is a significant
project for AWEX and the industry. We welcome your interest, your
questions and your support. Your involvement will help shape the
e-Bale project.

Both Apps are available for i-phone and android applications. The
SBC is also available for i-pad and tablet devices.

Watch this space.

AWEX has always invested heavily in technology. Much of this is
attributed to gaining internal efficiencies and ensuring that AWEX
has the capability to provide services now and in the future.

Apps
During the last 18 months, AWEX has developed two new Apps.
The first, the Bale Weight Calculator, was developed in recognition
that the industry needed a tool to assist wool classers and wool
pressers in the shearing shed. The change made to the minimum
bale weight (120 kg) was also a motivator.
In conversations with wool classers, contractors, wool growers and
wool brokers, it was established that whilst a wool classer cannot
be sure if they had access to an experienced wool presser or not,
close to 90% of people today have a smart phone. AWEX wanted
to use technology to help ‘get the message out’. The App is free.
The second and more recent App is the Sheep Breed
Compendium. AWEX first produced this as a printed booklet.
It proved very popular with wool classers, wool growers and
schools. There is a real cost to producing this as a booklet, and
today booklets are not as portable as a smart phone.

AWEX also recognises that technology is a critical tool in educating
and engaging the next generation of wool industry people.

AWEX Systems

Recent technology developments have also provided greater
empowerment to the user: the wool grower, contractor, wool
classer and wool broker.
The AWEX Gateway has been developed to be used in the following
ways:
• Wool Classers have an individual secured login where they can
look at their clip inspection reports, update their details, receive
the Boardtalk journal or contact AWEX, and
• Selling Brokers can enter their weekly selling estimates and
selling arrangements online.
The AWEX Gateway will only grow in the level of access and
information available to all wool industry stakeholders.
It is important that the wool industry doesn’t stand still and that we
are prepared to innovate and invest in the future.

The Sheep Breed Compendium contains photos as well as
valuable information about the breeds of sheep in Australia
including the characteristics of their wool and their pigmented and
medullated fibre risk; the App seemed a logical and progressive
choice. This App is also free.

Bale Weight Calculator and Sheep Breed Compendium apps now available
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Invasive Animals CRC
First new predator toxin in 50 years become available
Eleven years of collaborative research and investment between
Animal Control Technologies Australia Pty Ltd (ACTA), Australian
Wool Innovation (AWI) and the Australian government through the
Invasive Animals CRC has resulted in the first new predator toxin
in 50 years becoming available, since 1080 was released on
the market.
The new baits, known as
Dogabait and Foxecute®,
contain a chemical
toxin called para-amino
propiophenone (short name
‘PAPP’) which causes a
targeted and quick death to
wild dogs and foxes when
consumed. Unlike other
predator toxins, these new
PAPP bait products have
an effective antidote, which
needs to be administered by
a vet. However due to the fast
acting nature of the baits, normal precautions and notifications
must be undertaken to protect pets and working dogs during
baiting programs.
These new baits will enable a more comprehensive regional
management approach to wild dog and fox management within
Australia and will complement existing control techniques (such
as 1080 baiting, fencing, and trapping and shooting) to manage
wild dogs and foxes within Australia.
The baits are available for purchase through Animal Control
Technologies Australia (ACTA) Pty Ltd and fall under the same
restrictions as 1080 baits.

Integrated community-led regional
wild dog management
Predation by wild dogs is severely affecting the sheep, cattle and
goat industries, and limiting enterprise selection in some regions
of Australia. The Invasive Animals CRC with the support of AWI

Mapping out areas of concern
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and other partners is facilitating collaboration within communities
to enhance the fight against wild dogs.
There are now six industry funded wild dog coordinators around
the country, along with multiple government funded roles and a
National Wild Dog Facilitator funded by AWI through the Invasive
Animals CRC.
Their role is to bring communities together to share objectives
for wild dog management, facilitate agreement on planning
strategies and coordinate the roll out of activities across
community groups. The success of this approach was realised
in the results of the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and
Resource Economics and Sciences study looking at functionality
and success of wild dog management groups, where 67% of
people surveyed reported that the groups were highly effective.
The coordinators continue their professional development online
through sharing experiences and in further face to face and
online training provided through the Invasive Animals Cooperative
Research Centre.
If you’d like to find out more about community groups in your
area you can visit out Connect page at www.pestsmart.org.au/
connect/

Community regional mapping of feral animals
helping land managers
FeralScan is helping combat the threat that Australia’s worst
introduced pests’ cause, by offering new SmartPhone App
technology to improve pest surveillance, mapping and control.
FeralScan comprises a series of purpose-built websites, webmapping tools and smart phone Apps that offer new solutions
through mobile and web-based mapping tools, and connects
communities through an innovative social and community
engagement platform using the principles of community-based
social marketing.
The innovation behind FeralScan enables thousands of individual
landholders, Landcare and Coastcare groups, and many more to
record, for the first time, pest animal problems in real-time using
a purpose built Phone App and customised web-sites. The App
seamlessly connects data to the web-sites, and displays records
of pest animals submitted by the community across a series of
community maps. The data and map is then used to guide local
control actions, set priorities and evaluate control efforts. A perk of
the App is that it works
offline, enabling users
to record pest data
regardless of network
connectivity, and can
be used to navigate to
locations in the field.
Users can also upload
photographs from
their local area, share
advice about pest
control, and find local
support.

Using the feralscan app
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FeralScan has rapidly become Australia’s most wide-reaching
and strategic pest mapping resource. By focusing on the needs
of the Australian public, it offers a suite of resources to help tens
of thousands of Australians every year to develop pest animal
intelligence in their local area to guide local control activities,
and contribute as citizen scientists new knowledge about the
geographic extent and problems caused by introduced pest
animals.
Over 50,000 new pest animal records (consisting of pest
sightings, evidence, damage reports and control actions) have
been documented in FeralScan since 2011, with over 14,000
community users nation-wide. Visit www.feralscan.org.au to start
using it today.

The proposed national release of RHDV1 K5 for rabbit
biocontrol
Rabbits have major impacts on our agricultural industry and
the environment. In late 2015, a draft report was released by
the Department of the Environment stating that rabbits are
a significant threat to biodiversity, affecting 304 nationally
threatened plant and animal species. It is also known that rabbits
can decrease agricultural productivity in excess of $200 million a

year. A commitment to sustained and on-going management is
imperative.
Through its partners, the Invasive Animals CRC has been leading
the research and development, and planning for a national
release of a Korean strain of Rabbit Haemorrhagic Disease Virus,
known as RHDV1 K5. The Invasive Animals CRC rabbit scientific
committee are confident that RHDV1 K5 is species specific, safe,
humane, has a wide reach and will reduce the number of feral
rabbits in Australia.
RHDV1 K5 is a variant of the original RHDV1 released back in 1996.
Since it is not being released into a naïve pest rabbit population, it
is expected to achieve the population knockdowns ranging from
between 0- 40%. Therefore it is important that RHDV1 K5 is used
as part of an integrated multi-technique rabbit management
program and the Invasive Animals CRC National Rabbit Facilitator
is leading the way in piloting new initiatives to enhance rabbit
management in Australia, bringing together community, industry
and government groups to support local based solutions.
The release of the virus still requires some government approvals
before it can occur but it is hoped to be released in 2017 through
a coordinated monitoring and release program led by community
groups and government land managers.

National Wild Dog Action Plan
For many years now, wild dogs have been a major problem
for all grazing industries in Australia. The issue is not just a
matter of direct stock and financial losses, although these losses
run into many millions of dollars each year; wild dogs are also
acknowledged as a source of spread for serious animal-borne
diseases. They are highly damaging to regional economies, and
to local wildlife, which is a significant animal welfare concern.
This ongoing national problem was brought to the forefront
in February 2013 by WoolProducers Australia which initiated
the development of the National Wild Dog Action Plan (The
Plan). Its aim was to bring all livestock peak bodies, research
organisations and Commonwealth/State and Territory
governments to a consensus on an approach to managing
the threat of wild dogs. That approach is to promote and
support community-driven action for landscape-scale wild dog
management.
The Plan has an initial five-year timeframe. The Plan
is generously supported by livestock producers, their
representative organisations, researchers, government agencies
and other organisations that give their time to progress activities
and projects. Some of the projects are implemented through

Wild Dog Management Projects Stage 1 and Stage 2. Stage 1 is
now completed and Stage 2 commenced in October 2015 and
will conclude May 2017. These projects receive funding primarily
from the Australian Government, with Stage 2 also receiving
funding from the Western Australian Government.
The Action Plan has four main goals focused around ‘leadership,
awareness, mitigating damage and monitoring impact’. This
year, the Action Plan funded a national ‘Pest Animal Controller
(PAC) Project’, which aims to establish national minimum training
standards for PACs. The proposed training program will include
all aspects of best practice management and the various control
tools; providing a mechanism for the recognition of a wild dog
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Landholders being trained in wild dog trapping and baiting (image
supplied by Greg Mifsud)

National Wild Dog Action Plan Stakeholder Group, made up of industry,
government, research and not for profit organisations (image taken by Ian
McDonald).

control profession. They are planning to convene workshops in
mid-late 2016.

efforts to manage and control wild dogs. These will be available
towards the end of 2016.

The Action Plan is also enhancing social awareness of the wild
dog problem in Australia. In collaboration with ABC Landline, a
special segment was aired on the wild dog problem which was
well received by the public. In line with this, an array of social
licence videos are being developed to highlight the work of
community groups around Australia who are coordinating their

The National Wild Dog Action Plan is industry led and focused
and is achieving its goals thanks to many stakeholders involved
in delivering the plan.
You can find out more about the National Wild Dog Action Plan
at www.nationalwilddogactionplan.org.au

Growing market for next-to-skin wear driving demand
for Superfine Wool
The 2015/16 season was positive for the Australian wool market,
particularly for Merino wool. Prices rose after an initial period of
weakness at the start of the season following the unexpected
and short-lived price surge in June 2015. Market conditions for
the superfine1 wool sector were also strong, with prices rising
even though annual production remained at near record levels.
This solid result for superfine wool is due to of a continued lift in
demand, fuelled by increased interest in superfine wool, notably
for next-to-skin clothing.

Chart 1
Trends in Selected Wool Prices
Ac/kg
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Prices for wool generally improved over the 2015/16 season.
As Chart 1 shows, prices pulled back in July 2015 from the
temporary price peak in June, which was driven mainly by
unsustainable demand from China for wool for double-faced
fabric for women’s coats. After a period of weakness until
October, Merino wool prices embarked on a rising trend for
the remainder of the season. Superfine wool prices followed
this rising trend. As the rise was general for various micron
categories of Merino wool, the price differential for superfine
wool (as measured by the 18 micron price) over medium Merino
wool (e.g. 21 micron) fluctuated but did not change notably over
the season.
The key reason that the price differential for superfine
wool did not increase is that superfine wool production in
Australia remained high. Prior to the season, some observers
expected production of superfine wool to fall in 2015/16, in
both absolute terms and relative to 19, 20 and 21 micron
wool, given that the price differential had been narrow for 2
or 3 seasons. Superfine wool production in 2015/16 did fall,
by 2%. But, at the same time, total shorn wool production in
Australia is estimated to have fallen by around 6%. As a result,
superfine wool’s share of total production rose to 27% of
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Source:
AWEX, Reserve Bank of Australia
Prices to 1st July 2016

Australia’s total production, a record share. Dry conditions in
some key producing regions (notably western Victoria, southeast South Australia and Tasmania) meant that hunger-fine
wool was produced. As well, the lift in superfine production
due to breeding decisions taken up to a decade ago with
heavier cutting sheep producing superfine micron wool (albeit
not traditional superfine wool types) appears to be more
than a short-term event. Chart 2 shows the trends in annual
production and annual average price of both superfine wool
and medium Merino wool (21 to 24 micron). As can be seen,
production of superfine wool in 2015/16 was 88 mkg greasy,
not much below the record of 91 mkg greasy in 2013/14.

1. Superfine wool is defined simply as being wool of 18.5 microns and finer.
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Chart 2
Producon and Prices for Superﬁne and Medium
Merino Wool
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Superﬁne wool is 18.5 micron and ﬁner for volume and 18 micron price guide for price. Medium merino wool is 21 to
24 micron for volume and 21 micron price guide for price.

Chart 2 also shows that production of medium Merino wool fell
again in 2015/16 (by 10%) to just 70 mkg greasy, the lowest level
since records began 26 years ago.
Given the combination of high superfine wool production and
record-low production of medium Merino wool, it is no wonder
that the price differential for 18 micron wool over 21 micron wool
remains narrow.
What about the demand side? There is no hard data on the
actual sales of clothing made from wool, let alone if it is made
from superfine wool or from medium Merino wool. One way
to look at demand trends is to look at the trends in Australia’s
exports of fine, medium and broad wool. The volume of exports
is not helpful in measuring demand, because it will simply
match the rise or fall in production volumes. The best measure is
to use the value of the exports.
Value is simply volume times price. If demand was flat, prices
would change by the same proportion as the change in
production, but in the opposite direction. That is, if production
increases by 10% and prices fall by 10%, then the value of
exports would be flat. This indicates that demand has not
changed. Chart 3 shows the trends in the value of Australian
wool exports for fine wool (19 micron and finer2), medium Merino
wool and broader wool.

Chart 3
Australian Wool Exports by Micron Category
(Value)
A$ million
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As the Chart shows, the value of exports of fine wool has
increased on a strong rising trend since 2000/01. The value of
exports of fine wool is 79% higher than in 2000/01. At the same
time, the volume of exports has lifted by 53%. As the growth
in the value of fine wool exports is higher than the growth in
the export volume, this clearly indicates that the demand for
fine and superfine wool from Australia has grown steadily and
strongly.

20-23um
25um & broader

In contrast to this growth, the volume exports of 20-23 micron
wool has fallen by 79%, while the value of exports of this wool
has declined by 55%. The fact that the value of exports has fallen
by less than the volume of exports suggests that demand for this
wool has been maintained or even increased a little over the
past 15 years.
The key reason for the increased demand for superfine wool
is the consumer trends towards lightweight clothing, layering
and next-to-skin clothing. One aspect of next-to-skin clothing
is the growing demand for Merino wool in active leisure
wear. This has certainly helped demand for superfine wool
recently.
It appears that production of superfine wool is likely to remain
at around current high levels in the next few years. However,
with growth in demand for superfine wool expected to
continue, prices for superfine wool are likely to rise over the
medium term.
Members of the National Council of Wool Selling Brokers of
Australia have long supported growers of superfine wool in
Australia, providing specialist services including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

stand-alone, dedicated broking services for superfine
wool,
specialist market information on the superfine wool market
risk management contracts specifically designed for
superfine wool,
direct supply chain linkages to major superfine wool
processors and fabric makers,
advice on clip preparation for superfine wool, and
flock management.
Chris Wilcox
Executive Director
National Council of Wool Selling Brokers of Australia
Chairman, Market Intelligence Committee
International Wool Textile Organisation

The National Council of Wool Selling Brokers of Australia
is the only national organisation representing wool brokers
on all issues that affect the Australian wool industry. The
NCWSBA was established in 1919 to represent the interests of
Australian wool brokers. It has continued this role uninterrupted
for almost 100 years, ensuring that the views of wool brokers
are heard on all major wool industry issues within Australia
and internationally. Around 80% of wool sold at auction in
Australia is handled by NCWSBA members - members are:
Elders, Landmark, Schute-Bell-Badgery-Lumby, Australian Wool
Network, Roberts Ltd, Primaries of WA, Quality Wool, Dyson
Jones, Rodwells, Dalgety, A R Rhodes, Michell Direct, WISS,
Goddard Wool Marketing, Jemalong Wool, Landini Wool, and
Wool Auctions.

2. The Australian export data is not available for superfine wool specifically. The break-down is 19 micron and finer, 20 to 23 micron, 24
to 27 micron and 28 micron and broader. The latter two categories have been aggregated for Chart 3.
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The look on the court
Italian sportswear brand, Australian, unveils the world’s first pure
Merino wool tennis collection.
Iconic Italian sportswear brand, Australian, in collaboration with The
Woolmark Company, unveiled the world’s first pure Merino wool
tennis collection during the ISPO trade fair in Munich, Germany
earlier this year.
Established in Milan in 1946, Australian is the oldest sportswear
brand in the Italian market, and while this new collection is
inspired by the traditions of tennis, it offers sportsmen a winning
performance with thanks to the excellent qualities of the wool fibre.
The collection’s fabric of choice is pure Merino wool jersey, and
is made entirely in Italy. The innovative technology ensures high
breathability, thermo-regulation and odour resistance, making
it the ideal sportswear. The new Australian collection comprises
polo shirts, T-shirts and shorts, inspired by the clean and classical
silhouettes of the 1960s. Australian’s ATP team, including player
Paolo Lorenzi, was the first ever to wear the collection during
the Internazionali BNL d’Italia tournament, held in Rome in early
May 2016.
“The innovative technology ensures high breathability, thermoregulation and odour resistance, making it the ideal sportswear.”
Alpina Maglierie Sportive S.p.A. was founded in Milan in 1946 by
Leardo Gabrielli to produce and distribute a line of knitwear, by the
brand of the same name, for the world of skiing. After a few years,
it was joined by a line of couture fashions using the Gabrielli brand
which benefited from the collaboration of young designers such
as Armani and Ferré for its collections. In 1956 L’Alpina created
Australian, increasing its commitment in the world of sport and
concentrating on the discipline that seemed best to combine
imagination, quality and class: tennis.
The technique, dynamism and the class of the “Australian
Kangaroos”, the champions who imposed their game on the tennis
courts after World War II, inspired the creation of the Australian
brand. Rod Laver, Ken Rosewall and their companions embodied,
on and off the court, the ideals of style and imagination that have
always inspired the philosophy of Australian fashions. Today
Australian is distributed in more than 400 stores in Italy and in 16
different countries.

Australian Merino wool
polo shirt and shorts.

Merino in motion: Leading tennis player Paolo Lorenzi wears Australian
Merino wool garments on the court.

Line judges at the tennis tournament with breathable Merino wool polo shirts.
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Growing ultrafine wool demands top genetics in Yass Valley
IN HIS quest to grow the best ultrafine wool he can, John Ive,
“Talaheni”, Yass Valley, is prepared to source the best genetics to
prove the viability of his small farm north of Canberra.

Mr Ive is confident of achieving his
aim of growing a very fine but heavy
fleece on a good-sized sheep.

Mr Ive was raised on a farm in Victoria’s Western Districts, and
despite a career in the Northern Territory and Canberra with the
CSIRO, he always had a hankering to own a farm.

He admits the main factor in
producing superior ultrafine wool
is to maintain high staple strength
as well as the deep crimp desired
by the Italian spinners.

With his wife Robyn, and children Carolynn and Steven,
Mr Ives runs 800 ultrafine Merino ewes and 25 cows on the
250 hectare property.
After 24 years, areas of salinity have been reclaimed, and the
entire property refenced.
“We only have a small area, and the first ewes I bought from
“Narra Allen”, Boorowa, were 19-micron wool growers and I
realised I needed to get finer if I was to remain viable,” Mr Ive said.
Mr Ive said his cost of production was about 1950 cents a
kilogram, so he had to sell his wool at the higher end of the
market.
“We haven’t sold any of our top fleece lines for a couple of years,
and will hold them until the market improves,” he said.
Mr Ive has purchased rams from many of the leading studs in
southern NSW and Victoria, including his most recent purchase at
the Great Southern Stud Merino sale (GSSM) in 2014.
The ram, with a mean micron of 14.8 and co-efficient of variation
of fibre diameter (CV) of 13.5, was purchased from the draft offered
by the Merrignee Merino Stud, Boorowa.

“We maintain our ewes in
sufficient body condition to
ensure the strength is more than
50 newtons per kilotex, with a
75 to 77 per cent yield,” he said.
Carolynn Ive selected the
Merrignee-bred ram at the
2014 GSSM sale.

John Ive with his daughter
Carolynn proudly display a 4.7kg
skirted fleece measuring 14.5
microns grown on their Yass
Valley property.

“I look at the conformation of the ram before I start handling the
wool,” Ms Ive said.
“When I find a ram I like, with good shoulders and back, I then look
at the wool on the poll and the softness of his nose, but it shouldn’t
be too woolly.
“I was told once, if the nose is nice and soft, you can be reasonably
certain the rest of the fleece will also be soft.”
Mr Ive had confidence in the superfine end of the market, but
was fortunate to have a regular clientele buying his wether
weaners off shears.
Stephen Burns – The Land

Teaching Japan the Aus wool story
Annabelle Beale - Fairfax National Sheep & Wool Writer
Japan’s stagnant economy has impacted the Australian wool trade,
with exports representing less than 1 per cent of the country’s wool
market.
Despite the weakened demand, Japanese trading house
managers are still seeking new opportunity for Australian wool in
the Asian nation.
The dramatic decline in demand in the past decade has fallen from
7 million kilograms of greasy wool in 2005 to 2m in 2015.
It has been a solid decrease since exports to Japan peaked at
183m kg in 1987, dropping to 25m kg in 2000 before slipping to
2.2m kg last calendar year.
Australian Wool Innovation (AWI) recently hosted the annual Siroset
Processors Association trip which had eight representatives from
Japan’s big four retailers, Aoki Holdings, Aoyama Trading, Futata,
Konaka and Haruyama Trading.

“(Labor) prices go up each
year in Japan so there
is a (growing move) to
manufacture in China then
bring in to Japan,” he said.
Despite Japan’s economic
setbacks, Mr Daisuke said
wool fabric suits were sold
to high-end customers and
demand was still strong.

Aoki Holdings’ Ike Daisuke, Avington
Merino co-principals Lyndsay and
Noel Henderson and Aoyama Trading
Company’s Morioka Shinya.

AWI product development and commercialisation manager Jimmy
Jackson said Japan’s consumption of fashion and luxury goods
was stable.
In the 2014-2015 financial year, 2.5m kilograms of greasy wool
was purchased by Japanese customers – an increase of nearly
600,000kg on the previous season.

The group of menswear fashion buyers - some of whom had never
seen a sheep - were on a study tour of the east coast to learn
how wool was grown in Australia to take the message back to
consumers.

Mr Jackson said innovative products had evolved from these trips.

The delegation visited Avington Merino, Sidonia, Victoria, where
they viewed stud rams, participated in shearing and were educated
on superfine and fine micron fleeces.

The product was developed in 2007 by Japanese suit retailer
Konaka, in conjunction with AWI, and sells about 400,000 annually.

The four Japanese retailers sell a combined 4m wool suits a year,
representing 40 per cent of Japan’s suit market.

One of which was the Shower Clean Suit - a durable wool suit that
can be washed in warm water from the shower, does not require
ironing, and maintains a sharp crease in the trousers.

“We aim to promote Australian wool as the best and finest fibre in
the world,” Mr Jackson said.

“To sell the product in Japan, we must understand its origin,” Aoki
Holdings manager Ike Daisuke said.

“We can show them brochures and videos, but there is nothing
better than feeling the wool themselves and seeing the passion
and skill that goes into growing it.

Mr Daisuke said part of the reduction in wool exported to
Japan was attributed to the subdued economy and increasing
manufacturing prices.

“I think (Australian tours) are unbelievable effective – it is not just the
few that come out, they go back and tell their team and everybody.”
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THE AUSTRALIAN SUPERFINE WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION INC
ABN: 41 338 467 905
Wool House, Unit 9, 42-46 Vella Drive, Sunshine West Vic 3020
E-mail: aswga@woolindustries.org

Telephone: (03) 9311 0271

Facsimile: (03) 9311 0138

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION & MEMBER UPDATE, 1/7/2016 - 30/06/2017
RECIPIENT CREATED TAX INVOICE
Please ensure that all shaded areas are completed and personal details are checked for errors.
Office Use

TRADING NAME
ABN please

FULL MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION (Payment Due by 31 August 2016):
Base Annual Subscription (GST Inclusive)
Number of Superfine Bales (19.5 microns and finer) in your last clip
Bale Levy @ $2 per Bale (GST Inclusive) up to a maximum of 300 bales
Goulburn Yass
Region Levy (GST Inclusive) (If Applicable)

$260.00
$

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTION (Payment Due by 31 August 2016):

Associate Member (GST Inclusive)
Region Levy (GST Inclusive) (If Applicable)
Please tick if you require a receipt

TOTAL AMOUNT

$16.50

$100.00

$

PRIVACY POLICY - I CONSENT TO THE RELEASE OF INFORMATION TO THIRD PARTIES - Yes/No
AWTA AUTHORITY - I CONSENT TO AWTA RELEASING MY TEST DATA TO ASWGA - Yes/No

MEMBER RECORD UPDATE:

Nominee who is to receive correspondence:

Signature:____________________________

OUR RECORD

PLEASE UPDATE (as necessary)

TITLE (Mr, Mrs, Ms, Dr)
NOMINEE'S NAME
PARTNER'S NAME
TRADING NAME
PROPERTY NAME
ADDRESS (line 1)
""

(line 2)

""

(line 3)

""

(line 4)

ASWGA REGION
MEMBERSHIP TYPE
AREA CODE (Phone)
PHONE
FAX
MOBILE
E-MAIL
WOOL BRAND
SELLING CENTRE
BROKER

ANNUAL SURVEY INFORMATION: (Not Required if Associate Member)
How many sheep do you have in your Superfine flock (19.5 microns and finer) at 30 June 2016?
How many Superfine ewes have you joined to Superfine rams at last joining?
Please indicate your seasonal conditions as Good/Average/Poor
Please estimate this year's (July 2016 to June 2017) Superfine clip in bales
What is your Average Fibre Diameter?
What is the Fibre Diameter of your Finest line?
What is the Fibre Diameter of your Strongest line?

Your Signature & Date Please:
EFT payment is preferred - Please quote your member number when paying (see top of this page)
National Australia Bank - BSB: 083 091 Acct: 5151 69630
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You can make a difference
to their lives and yours
by using Tri-Solfen.

Angus Carter and
his daughter Mary,
Calliope, Kentucky, NSW

Pain relief is a better choice.
To become a Better Choices member visit www.betterchoices.com.au

VR2387422

As woolgrowers we want what’s best for our animals. Complications from mulesing
can put their welfare at risk, which is why I use Tri-Solfen. Tri-Solfen provides rapid
pain relief for at least 24 hours and reduces bleeding and stress. You can also let
buyers know your wool is ethically produced, by declaring you use pain relief on
the National Wool Declaration. So join me and make a difference to the welfare
of your animals and our industry by using Tri-Solfen when mulesing. Become a
Better Choices member and ﬁnd out why pain relief is a better choice.

BETTER
CHOICES
Annual 2016-2017
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© Bayer Australia Limited. 875 Paciﬁc Highway, Pymble NSW 2073, ACN 000 138 714. Tri-Solfen® is a registered
Australian
Superfine
Wool
Growers’
inc.
Animal Ethics Pty Ltd trademark. Better Choices® is a registered
trademark
of the Bayer
Group.
To ﬁndAssociation
out more,
call our customer information line on 1800 678 368, 9am to 4pm (EST) Monday to Friday.

A better life for livestock

VR2403950
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